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1 Abstract 

Current endeavors in the tech-industry to create the first true metaverse, alongside other things, 
sparked the emergence of interest around virtual avatars, namely in the NFT community.  

Given the complexity of design-challenges associated with creating an immersive metaverse, 
its avatars and the systems they evolve around, this paper aims to understand user desires and 
motivational patterns for avatar selection in VRChat, a game that resembles much of what a 
future metaverse could look like. Therefore, nine qualitative interviews with a random sample 
of VRChat users were conducted. The number of participants was limited due to time 
constraints, and the results hence might be skewed towards a certain perspective; also, with the 
risk of users not answering truthfully, et cetera. 

In a broad sense, the key results validated Lin & Wang’s (2014) four motivational patterns of 
avatar creation (Virtual Exploration, Social Navigation, Identity Representation and Contextual 
Adaptation), however with significant differences and nuances within those, 
indicating important subtypes for each category. Preceding research however did not take into 
account the effects that apply to users employing advanced VR equipment. Statements 
from such participants in fact suggest the existence of a fifth dimension (Physical Sensation - 
the “feeling” of an avatar), possibly caused by a heightened sense of presence (due to using 
said equipment). On this note, the widespread  implementation of mirrors in 
VRChat worlds, along with the discovery of what players described as “mirror-dwelling”, 
might also have a serious impact on this phenomenon. Furthermore, the results matched 
concepts such as the Proteus Effect and Deindividuation theory.  

Keywords: avatars, avatar selection, virtual reality, VRChat, metaverse, virtual social space, 
identity, representation, mirror-dwelling 
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2 Introduction 

On October 28th 2021, the company known as Facebook until that point - which was, at the 
time, the 6th largest company in the world with a market capitalization of close to 1 Trillion 
USD (Bloomberg, 2022) – officially announced to change its name to Meta, reflecting their 
main goal of bringing the next digital revolution, a metaverse, to life (Rodriguez, 2021).  

Transferring human connection more and more into the virtual realm could bring about a social 
transformation of massive scale.  

The daily interactions defining this revolution will be – just as now – significantly shaped by a 
core component, often referred to as one of the six pillars in a metaverse ecosystem: avatars 
(Lee, Zhou, & Braud, 2021). 

Avatars are the most common way users can represent themselves in a virtual space, embodying 
a user’s identity, communicating it, and even allowing them to explore a new one (Lin & Wang, 
2014). Avatars can affect how we behave, how we feel about ourselves and how others see us. 
Physical appearance, identity cues and body language are all major dimensions within 
interpersonal communication (Yee & Bailenson, 2007). Taking all of this into account, it does 
not come as a surprise that metaverse-avatars are already becoming a significant market niche 
in the NFT (Non-Fungible Token) space (Hackl, 2021). 

With game designers being right at the heart of this development, the responsibility of designing 
avatars and/or the systems they evolve around, carries a substantial challenge within itself. 
What do users look for in avatars? What are the desires and expectations avatars need to satisfy? 
How will they be used and how do they affect the users employing them?  

Only through studying these questions while looking for answers, designers can equip 
themselves with the knowledge necessary to overcome this challenge – and in consequence, 
contribute to moving a step closer to an immersive metaverse for all. 

2.1 The research 

By looking at a popular virtual social space like VRChat (2014), which puts absolutely no 
constraints on the avatars users can employ - even allowing them complete freedom to create 
them themselves – this paper attempts to answer the above outlined questions and aid designers 
in their decision-making.  

The method of choice therefore is to conduct qualitative interviews with a number of VRChat 
users about their avatar choices and how these came about/were affected.  

2.2 Research question 

What factors make users choose certain avatars in VRChat? 

Note: Since avatars in VRChat can be switched at any time and without functional penalties 
(unlike other games, where avatar selection might be a one-time decision) different phenomena 
that might impact this choice down the line will be reviewed and studied as well. 
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2.3 Aim, Target Group & Challenges 

This paper aims to investigate and understand how players choose their avatar(s) in the game 
VRChat and provide a knowledge base for game designers about relevant user choices on 
avatars in a virtual social space, so that more effective design decisions can be made in this 
area. The game VRChat seemed to be the most relevant for this type of research, due to its 
overall concept as a social platform, its popularity, no gameplay factors influencing avatar 
choices and the potentially limitless possibilities of avatar creation and selection. 

Target group for the acquired knowledge: Designers working on virtual social spaces 
(potentially for a future metaverse) and/or avatars within those. 

Due to the nature of qualitative interviews, there is always the possibility of misinterpreting the 
collected data. Resource management has to take in consideration that the thesis is written by 
two people in the course of a about three months, meaning there is a limit to how large the 
interview sample population can be. Furthermore, since this limited number of participants will 
be recruited directly in VRChat, the risk of skewing the data towards a certain perspective (i.e., 
male, heterosexual, etc.) exists – as well as participants not providing accurate or truthful 
information. 

Starting with an overview of relevant theories and prior research conducted on this topic, the 
paper covers a description of the methodology and ends in a section discussing results, findings 
and finally, conclusions that could be drawn from the research.  
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3 Background 

3.1 Concepts, Definitions & Technology 

3.1.1 Origins of the metaverse 

The birth of the concept of a metaverse can be traced back to the early days of the Internet in 
the 1990s. The term comes from the combination of the prefix “meta” (used to imply 
transcendence) and the word “universe”, which stands for any synthetic environment linked to 
the physical world (Lee et al., 2021). The first use of the word “metaverse” can be found in the 
fiction novel Snow Crash (1992) by Neal Stephenson, describing the metaverse as “a massive 
virtual environment in parallel to the physical world, in which users interact through digital 
avatars” (Lee et al., 2021). Since then, the metaverse has been given numerous definitions (Lee 
et al., 2021); for the sake of this study, when describing the metaverse, the definition of Lee et 
al. (2021) will be used, according to which the metaverse is a virtual environment blending 
physical and digital, facilitated by the convergence between the Internet and Web technologies, 
and Extended Reality (XR). 

3.1.2 Virtual Reality 

Despite being usable on a regular 2D Desktop Monitor, VRChat, the game being examined in 
this paper, was developed (as the name suggests) for users interacting with it in Virtual Reality 
(VR). However, the idea of interfacing with three dimensional environments through viewing 
goggles and hand trackers (exactly what VR is now) is not new.  

The first head mounted display (HMD) was developed in the mid-1960s by Ivan Sutherland 
with a rudimentary head movement tracking system named “The Sword of Damocles” 
(Sutherland, 1968). 

Jaron Lanier, Founder & CEO of VPL Research is usually referred to as the first person to coin 
the term “Virtual Reality”. Among other things, his company was contracted by NASA to 
further develop the concept. With multiple other developments along the way, the VR Start-up 
Oculus – the first company to offer a HMD for 300 USD – was purchased by Facebook in 2014 
for two billion USD. Just a year later, HTC and Valve corp. announced the HTC Vive (Basu, 
2019). Later, in 2017, HTC and Valve partnered up with VRChat, making it their official social 
VR app for the HTC Vive, with HTC leading VRChat’s 4 million USD Series A investment 
round (Gepp, 2017). 

Virtual Reality exists in Milgram and Kishino’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum, along with XR 
(Extended Reality), MR (Mixed Reality) and AR (Augmented Reality) (Milgram, et al., 1995). 
These terms will not be discussed further in this paper due to irrelevance for the research at 
hand, yet it is essential to understand that VR does not exist in a vacuum and there are many 
technologies fuelling the development of a metaverse, one of which might one day affect 
avatars & avatar creation too (Lee et al., 2021). 

Later in this section, different devices, their features and qualities will be described in detail, 
due to their relevance for experiencing VRChat. 
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3.1.3 Avatars 

When defining avatars in the context of a metaverse-based research, it is necessary to establish 
their connection to the people using them. In this case, people can be defined as the users or 
team participants who are represented in a metaverse. People are both represented by and in 
control of their respective avatars, meaning that they are in charge of creating the appearance 
and behavior of the avatar. As for defining an avatar itself, an avatar is a digital representation 
that symbolizes the user’s presence in a metaverse (Davis, Murphy, Owens, Khazanchi, & 
Zigurs, 2009). 

Miscellaneous terms under avatars: representation, presence, immersion. 

3.1.4 Representation 

When it comes to research in the field of avatars in the metaverse, there are a number of related 
concepts to be aware of, such as representation, presence and immersion. Representation 
encloses the appearance of avatars and their environment, including the ways in which said 
avatars and the environment interact. It also includes how avatars are represented, i.e., in terms 
of diversity and other factors. Both avatars and environmental bodies can appear as realistic 
objects, such as furniture pieces, or fantastical phenomena like talking animals (Davis et al., 
2009). 

3.1.5 Immersion 

As mentioned before in relation to mediated environments, the impact of technological 
development on an individual’s sense of presence has been studied before (Davis et al., 2009). 
A higher level of presence has been connected to people experiencing a feeling of becoming 
“immersed” in virtual environments to an increased degree (Guadagno, Blascovich, Bailenson, 
& McCall, 2007). In relation to virtual reality specifically, Blascovich, Loomis, Beall, & Swinth 
(2002, p. 105) defined immersion as the perception of being enveloped in the virtual reality, 
where virtual realities “perceptually surround the individual” (Davis et al., 2009). Guadagno et 
al., (2007) identified immersion as a perception of interacting with the virtual environment to a 
higher degree than the physical setting of the individual. 

3.1.6 Presence, telepresence & social presence/copresence 

The motivation for developing technologies like Virtual Reality is to create an ever more 
immersive way of interacting with the virtual world, to create a true sense of presence within it 
(Davis, et al., 2009, p. 94). 

The concept of presence is best explained by the original author as “the sense of being in an 
environment, generated by natural or mediated means, respectively” (Steuer, 1992, p. 3). 
Sometimes the terms presence and telepresence might be used interchangeably, telepresence is 
however more commonly understood as the technological ability, rather than the sense of being 
in an environment (Merriam-Webster, 2022). 
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The sense of presence, as an idea, was then later extended to social presence, “the sense of 
being with another in a mediated environment” (Biocca & Harms, 2002, p. 10) Another term 
that is used to describe a similar notion is “copresence”. 

As of today however, there is no general consensus among researches about the exact definition 
of these phenomena. Often, “presence” is simply used as an overarching term including all of 
the concepts listed above (Davis, et al., 2009, p. 94). 

Nontheless, “sense of presence” became an important metric for measuring the experiential 
success of virtual worlds that aim towards an immersive, shared space. Avatar apperance, 
customization and interaction capabilities have been proven to greatly affect the users sense of 
presence in a digital environment – hence, the degree to which players can immersive 
themselves in such an environment (Davis, et al., 2009). This underlines the significance of 
representation (through avatars) in spaces like VRChat.     

 

3.2 History of avatars and virtual worlds 

 

3.2.1 Virtual worlds: Beyond games and role-playing 

In order to have a comprehensive overlook into how avatars entered the digital sphere, it is 
worth looking at the origin of virtual worlds in general. Steve Downey (2014 p. 54) defines 
virtual worlds as a dynamic platform within the field of computer technology, used for a variety 
of purposes such as “educational research, the delivery of instructional courses and programs, 
community development, entertainment and more”. Mainstream academic attention to these 
worlds was brought by the commercial success of titles like World of Warcraft (2004) and 
Second Life (2003) in the 2000s (Downey, 2014, p. 55). Since then, there has been no common 
agreement in regard to the naming conventions around these virtual spaces; they have been 
“interchangeably called massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs), massively multiplayer 
online role playing games (MMORPGs), multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs), persistent 
worlds, synthetic worlds, virtual environments, and virtual worlds” (Downey, 2014, p. 55). The 
origin of virtual worlds and consequently, avatars themselves, has significantly earlier root, 
however. Based on the evolving characteristics of virtual worlds, as well as the academic 
literature revolving around them, Downey categorizes them into three generations (Downey, 
2014, p. 57). 

 

3.2.1.1 First generation (1978-1984) 

Roy Trubshaw’s Multi-User Dungeon (MUD), written in 1978 marks the beginning of the first 
generation (Downey, 2014, p. 58). Its first widespread release, MUD1 by Richard Bartle (1979) 
followed a similar direction as tabletop games like Dungeons & Dragons (1974) in the sense 
that users would share space and interact with each other to achieve a common goal (Downey, 
2014, p. 58). MUDs are text based; consequentially, avatar representations were text 
descriptions, rather than graphical representations. While MUD and several other titles such as 
Maze Wars (1973) and Avatar (1979) have been characterized as the first virtual worlds, for the 
sake of this study the second generation warrants a closer look, due to the appearance of the 
first avatars as in-world personas. (Downey, 2014, p. 57-58). 
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3.2.1.2 Second generation (1985-1996) 

Downey (2014, p. 58) marks the beginning of the second generation with the release of Habitat 
(1986) by Randy Farmer and Chip Morningstar from LucasArts. Habitat was the first virtual 
world to employ avatars in order to foster its user’s in-world presence (Downey, 2014, p. 58). 
The developers describe avatars in habitat as usually humanoid, animated characters that can 
move around, manipulate objects, gesture, and talk to each other. Controlling the avatar is 
achieved through pointing and issuing commands with a joystick, while talking can be done by 
typing on the keyboard. The text typed by the player will be displayed over his or her avatar’s 
head as a text box (Farmer & Morningstar, 2008, p. 3). Avatars can carry portable objects in 
their hands or store them in pockets (Farmer & Morningstar, 2008, p. 4). Due to its highly 
sociable nature, Habitat marked an important divergence between two emerging genres within 
virtual worlds: game-oriented and social-oriented worlds (Downey, 2014, p. 59). Another 
notable example in this regard is TinyMUD, developed by Jim Aspnes (1989). Like Habitat, it 
belongs among the social-oriented worlds and most notably, it allowed users to generate objects 
within the virtual world, which marked the beginning of many similar trends, including, as it 
will be pointed out further on, in Second Life (Downey, 2014, p. 59).  

 

3.2.1.3 Third generation (1997-present) 

The third generation witnessed an extensive user growth, increased development budgets and 
the use of new possibilities; rich and visually engaging virtual worlds with the help of increased 
computing and graphic-rendering capabilities provided by modern computers. The first 
MMORPG to utilize the potential of virtual worlds on a massive scale was Ultima Online, 
released in 1997 by Origin System Inc. (Downey, 2014, p. 59). Later releases of the genre, such 
as EverQuest (1999) and most famously, World of Warcraft have popularized virtual worlds to 
an enormous extent by a combination of appealing to both “casual” and “hard-core” players as 
well as all age groups and fans of various play styles (Downey, 2014, p. 59).  

 

3.2.1.4 Second Life: Avatars in the famed metaverse pioneer 

Released well with the timeframe of the third generation, as far as the evolution of avatars 
within virtual worlds is concerned, Second Life has to be highlighted as a key milestone in any 
metaverse-related research. Second Life has been described by chief technical officer Cory 
Ondrejka (2005) as an online world built by its users. Launched in June 2003, it has been viewed 
as one of the first steps taken towards the realization of the metaverse (Ondrejka, 2005). The 
official Second Life guide (Rymaszewski et al., 2007, p. 7-8) compares the experience to being 
a god, in the sense that it allows the users to fly and teleport between virtual regions in an 
instance and freely change their appearance at any time. It is notable that neither of these sources 
ever refer to Second Life as a game; the numerous metaverse comparisons rely on the fact that 
unlike MMORPGs, Second Life is defined as a virtual world that imitates the real world 
(Rymaszewski et al., 2007, p. 8). This characterization is in line with the virtual worlds 
mentioned before and it fits firmly within the category of social-oriented worlds, as it was 
mentioned earlier. 

Similarly, to the virtual worlds from the second generation (Downey, 2014 p. 57-58) and 
onward, Second Life utilizes Avatars as virtual representations of Second Life members. 
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Avatars are identified by Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID), meaning that each of them is 
one of a kind within the entire world (Rymaszewski et al., 2007, p. 8). Among many 
customizable options, the users get to choose an avatar name (it cannot be changed after the 
avatar is made), avatar shape (all body parts and features, such as body thickness or height) 
and avatar height and eyes. Avatar attachments such as clothes can be customized in addition 
to the avatar shape, as well as avatar animations (Rymaszewski et al., 2007 p. 74). 

3.2.1.5 Avatars enter virtual reality – VR headsets 

Taking into account the history and key milestones of virtual worlds as it is described above, a 
clear observation can be made in regard to social-oriented virtual worlds: by the present day 
they have become a well-established genre that is closely connected but still separate from 
conventional video games. Against the backdrop of this culture, a new technology emerged in 
the 2010s in the form of modern VR headsets, which combine imagery with hand motion 
technology (Bown, White, & Boopalan, 2017). 

Among these is Oculus Rift, initially developed by Palmer Luckey for the purpose of playing 
video games and later earning investment from Facebook (Bown et al., 2017, p. 251). Oculus 
Rift is characterized by an improved quality of image compared to earlier VR equipment, with 
several sources highlighting its impact on the previously described sense of presence as “an 
experience only felt by actually putting on the headset” (Bown et al., 2017, p. 251). Oculus Rift 
was followed by similar products developed by a number of tech and game companies such as 
Samsung, Google, Microsoft and Valve (Bown et al., 2017, p. 252). The latter, responsible for 
the software distribution platform Steam, announced its version of a VR headset HTC Vive in 
2015 – as stated before. (Bown et al., 2017, p. 252). HTC Vive utilizes sensors attached to the 
wall and two controllers with a touchpad and a trigger with trackers inside the controllers. As a 
result, when the users move around the room, the imagery makes the virtual environment follow 
the same movement). Additionally, the scaling size of objects also appears similar to reality, all 
of which leads to a very immersive experience that many users described as resulting in an 
exceedingly impressive sense of presence (Bown et al., 2017, p. 253). Oculus Rift and HTC 
Vive are among the most popular VR headsets available to engage with VRChat, which, 
however, does not necessarily require users to have such equipment, since it can also be 
launched in desktop mode, which allows the user to exert control with a mouse and a keyboard 
(Rzeszewski & Evans, 2020, p. 61). 

3.2.1.6 Avatars enter virtual reality - VRChat 

At this point it should come as no surprise that VRChat, like many of the virtual worlds 
mentioned in this paper, is often defined with terms other than a “game”. According to 
Rzeszewski & Evans, VRChat is a “free-to-play, massively multiplayer online virtual reality 
social platform” (2020). In this virtual world users are represented by 3D avatars which support 
Full Body Motion Tracking (players with cameras and a VR headset, tracking every movement 
of their actual body) with appropriate VR equipment and allows them to interact with each other 
in numerous worlds, games, and much more (Rzeszewski & Evans, 2020, p. 61). VRChat is 
particularly known for its culture of avatars, due to its endless selection, allowing players to 
create absolutely any kind of avatar themselves or copy those made by others (Rzeszewski & 
Evans, 2020, p. 62). In fact, VRChat’s frontpage opens with the slogans “Make Friends”, 
“Create Worlds”, “Custom Avatars”; highlighting that similarly to Second Life, the importance 
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of Avatar choice and creation is second only to in-world user-generated content. (VRChat, 
2022). The website directly links a number of simple Avatar Creator Systems, such as the 
popular readyplayer.me, which allows the quick creation of an avatar as a game engine 
compatible 3D object.  

3.3 Theories on avatar selection 

“[…] What is less understood, however, are the motivations behind how individuals choose 
avatars” (Fong, Quinlan, & Mar, 2022, p. 2). 

This part of the background reviews relevant theories, hypotheses, and studies that relate to the 
selection of avatars. Since choosing avatars in VRChat is not a one-time decision, research on 
how avatars affect players and how they might be used will be included as well – for the reason 
that this may affect decisions later down the line in a user’s journey.  

3.3.1 Using avatars 

As introduction, this section lists the two most basic ideas of how avatars are used in virtual 
environments (identity communication & identity affirmation) and what purpose these concepts 
serve. In either instance, this can refer to both the actual or the ideal self.  

3.3.1.1 Identity communication 

Several theories have been developed on the psychological background of what makes people 
choose certain avatars. Frequently perceived as the “only cues about identity” in virtual social 
spaces (Yee & Bailenson, 2007), avatars possess magnificent communicative capabilities and 
can be used as expressive symbols of people’s self and identity, presenting a piece of personality 
to other users in respective online spaces. This phenomenon is forbye intensified by technology 
limiting nonverbal communication (e.g. text-based forums) (Walther, 1993). 

3.3.1.2 Identity affirmation 

A more introspective theory argues that individuals use avatars as a way to affirm and manifest 
their own self and identity. It was found that physically similar looking avatars draw more 
attention from users than others. (Seo et al., 2017) Yet it is argued that this is not solely limited 
to physical- but also psychological resemblence (an avatars perceived personality profile, 
attitude, et cetera.). It is important to note that individuals exploring new & different identities 
through avatars do exist as well – not only as roleplayers – but are the exception to the rule 
(Fong et al., 2022). 

3.3.1.3 Authentic vs. ideal self 

When it comes to both affirming or communicating one’s identity through avatar selection, 
there are two key dimensions to acknowledge: Reflections of the “actual” self – and reflections 
of the “ideal” self. Selections seem to be made based on what the user wants to communicate. 
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(Dunn & Guadagno, 2012) Hypotheses propose that representations of the actual self are 
generally used for externalizing how a user perceives themselves (affirming the own identity), 
while idealized representations are used to emphasize an ideal self in front of other users  
(Aymerich-Franch, 2015). 

 

3.3.2 Reflecting psychological needs 

Satisfying core psychological needs of the self-determination theory is the first, indeed very 
subconscious, explanation for avatar choices (Fong et al., 2022). As an overview, competence 
(the need for mastery, enaging effectively in an environment), autonomy (the need for exerting 
free choice, behavior being on par with ones identity) and relatedness (the need for belonging 
and meaningful relationships) are the three basic needs defined by self determination theory 
(Deci & Ryan, 2000). 

Since warmth and competence are essential metrics humans use to judge someones ability to 
move forward in the world and sociability – avatars might be assessed along similar lines:  

“Because we anthropomorphize nonagentic targets such as avatars, treating them as if 
they were real social agents, we are likely to evaluate avatars in terms of warmth and 
competence as well. […]  Indeed, individuals generally prefer avatars high in perceived 
warmth and competence because they are seen as more believable. But these 
characteristics might also be differentially salient to different users. […] A friendly 
avatar, for example, might help an individual satisfy the need for relatedness, as traits 
ascribed to avatars are often extended to their users.” (Fong et al., 2022, p.2)  

Fong et al., (2022) however does admit that – if the hypothesis applied - it would probably only 
be a minor contributor to the overall motivation of selecting an avatar.  

 

3.3.3 Possible, strategic & representational identities  

In their paper Avatar creation in virtual worlds: Behaviors and motivations, Lin & Wang (2014) 
list three basic types of identities being expressed through avatars: (a) possible selves, (b) 
strategic identities and (c) representational identities. It is important to note that all three of 
these can relate to the actual as well as the ideal self, described above. 

Possible selves represent the idea of “who one could be” - e.g., a character who overcame 
similar hurdles than an individual in real life. This type is deeply defined by narratives – but is 
not limited to depicting positive attributes – it could also be what a person is afraid of becoming. 
Possible selves embody defining stories of the past and a potential, imaginary future (Lin & 
Wang, 2014, p. 214). 

Strategic identities tie mostly into identity communication, and are based on the well 
documented discovery of individuals adjusting looks and/or behavior to be better adapted to 
their surrounding social environment, as well as to increase the likelihood of succeeding in a 
determined social goal, like finding friends or a partner (among other things, e.g. the need to 
impress, et cetera) (Lin & Wang, 2014, p. 215). 

Representational identities on the other hand tie into both (honest) identity communication as 
well as identity affirmation. This pattern is characterized by players embodying deep-rooted, 
lasting personal attributes (they find what is unique and defining about them) in their avatar. 
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Whether this is mainly used as a communicative vehicle for other players or as an affirmation 
and expression of the own self - or both - is unclear (Lin & Wang, 2014, p. 215). 

3.3.4 Four core motivational patterns 

Moreover, in the study that followed, Lin & Wang (2014) put forward four core patterns of 
motivation in avatar creation. These patterns were developed through asking MMORPG players 
about a list of motivational statements. The four patterns Lin and Wang defined are as follows: 

• Virtual Exploration (avatar based on aesthetics & exploring the unlimited possibilities
of the digital realm; used to be creative & stand out)

• Social Navigation (avatar based on interaction with other users; used to socialize and
befriend players – but also build reputation)

• Contextual Adaptation (avatar based on socio-cultural or environmental context,
changes frequently; used to e.g. fit in specific group setting)

• Identity Representation (avatar based on expression of identity; used to affirm –
and/or communicate one’s identity of an actual, possible or ideal self)

In addition, these findings are in line with the aforementioned other theories like 
representational- and strategic identities, as well as possible selves (Lin & Wang, 2014). 

3.3.5 Commonalities between appearance effects on behavior in real & virtual spaces 

As Merola & Peña in “The Effects of Avatar Appearance in Virtual Worlds” (2010) argue, 
commonalities can be observed on multiple layers between the effects of clothing on people in 
real life – and the apperance of avatars in the virtual realm. 

By comparison, a study on user behavior with white and black robed avatars by Peña et al., 
(2009) resulted in similar outcomes as those of several similar studies Frank & Gilovich (1988) 
conducted in the real world. These studies examined Hockey & American Footbal teams with 
differently colored uniforms and their influence on the wearers. Both, users with black robed 
avatars and athletes with black uniforms, demonstrated an increased tendency to engage in 
aggressive behavior, resulting in, for instance, a significantly higher penalty count for sports 
teams with black uniforms.  

Likewise, in another study by Yee and Bailenson (2007), it was found that subjects who were 
given  more attractive avatars were able to collaborate on a more intimite basis with associates. 
Taller avatars resulted in more confident bargaining, while people with shorter avatars accepted 
disadvantageous decisions more often.  Khan & De Angeli (2009) found how participants with 
more attractive avatars received higher ratings on metrics such as social competence or 
intellectual competence (Merola & Peña, 2010). 
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These results match psychological research findings from studies in the real world, such as that 
people interacting with physically attractive peers show a greater proclivity to self-disclose to 
them (Brundage, Derlega, & Cash, 1977). Height on the other hand is positively associated with 
multiple metrics, such as levels of authority in work environments (Gawley, Perks, & Curtis, 
2009) or the statistical likelyhood of attaining a managerial position (Egolf & Corder, 1991). 

 

3.3.6 Proteus Effect 

Many of these behavioural phenomena occurring in virtual environments are interpretable as 
the so-called Proteus Effect, first outlined by Yee & Bailenson (2007). The Proteus Effect 
describes changes in user behaviour in relation to the appearance of an avatar. It was observed 
that people tended to adapt their own behaviour according to their knowledge of the behaviours 
that other users of the respective virtual environment typically associate with visual properties 
of a certain avatar. In more simple terms: People acted in a way they thought others would 
expect their avatar to act like.  

The reason for this, as the authors themselves put it: “the avatar is the primary identity cue in 
online environments. Thus, we might expect that our avatars have a significant impact on how 
we behave online” (Yee & Bailenson, 2007, p. 274). 

Moreover, the adapted behaviour is then also reinforced – even intensified - by feedback loops, 
when other players react to player avatars (in relation to the cues that the avatars exert) (Merola 
& Peña, 2010). 

 

3.3.7 User choices on avatars in regard to the Proteus Effect 

The relevancy of the Proteus Effect theory for this papers’ question of why users pick certain 
avatars is underlined by the finding that the Proteus Effect seems to have a significant impact 
on user choices on avatars. Merola & Peña describe it as follows:  

“When users select their own avatars, they are, in a sense, deciding how they will play 
the game. Users who wish to engage in sexual encounters select attractive avatars 
dressed provocatively. Users who wish to be “bad guys” choose suitable representations. 
When users choose avatars, they are furthering their own goals for interaction in the 
virtual world.” (Merola & Peña, 2010, p. 7)  

This theory further underlines the finding of strategic identities, which revolves around a similar 
hypothesis (Lin & Wang, 2014). 

There are of course also examples of users that deliberately choose avatars to cover up their 
true intention in order to mislead other players; the virtual equivalent of wolves in sheep’s 
clothing. It can be argued however, that these players are still furthering their own goals through 
avatar selection – just in a more indirect sense (Merola & Peña, 2010). 

 

3.3.8 Self-perception theory 

There are several noteworthy psychological theories that tie into the Proteus Effect as well as 
user relations to avatars and how players interact with- and/or perceive said avatars. 
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One of those is the self-perception theory, developed by Daryl Bem in 1972. He claims that 
attitudes and emotional stances form in people through their own analysis of past (intrinsically 
motivated) behaviours and actions. In this process of self-perception, people presume what 
attitudes must have led them to the respective behaviour (even when there were before). The 
result of this reflection is what then leads to the development of someone’s actual attitudes – 
and how they perceive themselves, which in turn affects their behaviour (Bem, 1972). 

In a digitized environment, this could change people’s behaviour based on how they perceive 
themselves, unrelated to the behavioural confirmation of others (Yee & Bailenson, 2007). 

 

3.3.9 Deindividuation theory 

While self-perception theory evolves around the notion that behaviour is shaped by our internal 
reflections and perception, deindividuation theory originated from a hypothesis by Gustave 
LeBon in 1895, that individuals act antinormative in big crowds, compared to how they would 
act under normal circumstances.  

In 1952, Leon Festinger further developed the concept and became the first psychologist to use 
the term “deindividuation”, suggesting that the restraints people normally put on themselves 
are weakened, even completely dissolved, when individuals are fully submerged in a group 
(Vilanova, Beria, Costa, & Koller, 2017, p.3). 

The group provides anonymity as well as a lowered sense of responsibility (due to sharing the 
responsibility with everybody present or being guided by a leader who takes responsibility for 
the actions of the entire group), while often flooding individuals with excessive sensory input, 
e.g., at a concert. These are only a few factors that can pave the way to deindividuation in a 
group setting (Zimbardo, 1969). Yet, it was proven that this does not have to cause anti-social 
behaviour. Several experiments demonstrated the exact opposite effect, where deindividuated 
groups showed a tendency to engage in pro-social behaviour. What seems to be the case is that 
deindividuation creates a greater dependency on identity cues (e.g. avatars, as described in the 
Proteus Effect) which can be more anti- or pro-social, affecting the resulting behaviour (Yee & 
Bailenson, 2007). 

 

3.3.10 SIDE model 

The SIDE model ties into deindividuation theory but suggests that it rather leads to submerged 
individuals conforming their behaviour to the norms of the respective group. Hence, not 
deindividuation itself, but rather the group norms affect the behaviour, and whether or not it is 
anti- or pro-social (Yee & Bailenson, 2007).  

When observing phenomena such as what became known as “Ugandan knuckles” – a 
controversial, viral meme that was popular in VRChat, encouraging players to spawn as masses 
of deformed versions of the Sonic the Hedgehog character Knuckles and talk with a fake African 
accent (which was seen by many as stereotypical and racist) (Devries, Bessant, & Watts, 2021)- 
it becomes clear that deindividuation theory or the SIDE model applies to avatar selection and 
user behaviour to a great extent as well (Yee & Bailenson, 2007). 
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3.3.11 Alibis for Adult Play 

Strict social norms – as well as identities - of adults are at odds with the natural desire to play. 
Autotelic enjoyment, the fundamental core appeal of play carries little “value” in the adult 
world of economic and social struggle – consequently, play, by definition, is seen as 
irresponsible. The fear of being caught, while engaging in such irresponsible activities (and 
therefore, the fear of being embarrassed) drives individuals to resort to certain strategies, in 
order to reduce the negative consequences play could have on the maintenance of their (adult) 
identity.  

The most prevalent of these strategies is to ascribe a different meaning to the action of play, 
that covers up the original intent – an “Alibi”. “Grounded in the present analysis, one can 
theorize alibi more broadly as a motivational account that deflects negative inference from 
displayed behavior to a person’s identity” (Deterding, 2018, p. 269) 

Practical examples would be spending “important time with the family” that strenghtens social 
bonds when playing games with ones children, or the strategic skills and cognitive benefits 
attainable through playing wargames.  

Other strategies include audience management (i.e. attending groups with common, pre-
formulated norms/goals, such as festivals, where it is expected to engage in playful activities), 
awareness management (i.e. purpusfully cutting off an observing audience from an actor or vice 
versa, so that “nobody sees them doing it” – which is of special interest for Virtual Reality, 
since the actor can become unaware of the physical surroundings), or role distancing (in simple 
terms: mocking the activity in order to signal finding play to be ridiculous). (Deterding, 2018). 
Another aspect that might be worth mentioning, but was not elaborated on in the original theory, 
is anonymity in online spaces and how it contributes to alibi.  
 

3.4 Overview of core theories on avatar selection 

Avatars may be used to either communicate or affirm, both the actual and ideal identity (Fong 
et al., 2022). 

Examples of these identities being expressed, range from strategic identities, through 
representational identities to possible selves (Lin & Wang, 2014). 

The specific motivations as to why people select certain avatars is however less understood. 
(Fong et al., 2022). As a starting point, Merola & Peña (2010) put forward the hypothesis of 
avatars being chosen as a way to further one’s goals of interaction. Based on the three types of 
identities described above, Lin & Wang (2014) then found four motivational core patterns 
(Virtual Exploration, Social Navigation, Identity Representation and Contextual Adaptation) in 
avatar creation as a result of their study on MMORPGs.  

Since many games (like VRChat) allow users to change avatars later (in the case of VRChat 
even constantly), theories on how avatars affect users and user behavior was also included, 
these experiences possibly having an impact on later decisions. The most important concept to 
keep in mind here is the Proteus Effect – the phenomenon of users adapting their behavior 
accordingly to their employed avatar. (Yee & Bailenson, 2007)  
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4 Methodology 

 

4.1 Theoretical pre-study 

Given that the research question (What factors make users choose certain avatars in VRChat?) 
requires certain preexisting knowledge in order for the study to be conducted and understood, 
we investigated the existing literature in topics such as avatars, metaverse, virtual reality, game 
research and interview methods. We conducted this pre-study through online search on several 
platforms: the Uppsala University online library (Uppsala Universitetsbiblioteket), Google 
Scholar, Researchgate and Diva, in addition to specific studies recommended by academic 
advisors associated with the Department of Game Design at Uppsala University. Finding 
relevant sources was done by searching for keywords in the resources listed above, as well as 
following direct links to primary sources cited by the papers we found initially.  The reliability 
of the sources we used was ensured by citing only academic papers and peer-reviewed articles 
(with the exception of simple facts related to common knowledge, such as using certain virtual 
worlds like Second Life or VRChat as a direct source), as well as presenting the results of our 
research to the academic advisers involved with the project. 

 

4.2 Interviews 

With the theoretical framework completed, the goal of the study was to answer the research 
question by collecting data from a series of nine qualitative interviews conducted virtually 
within VRChat. We decided to employ qualitative interviews because of the deeply personal 
nature of avatar selection, as well as the immense variety of user motivation (Lin & Wang, 
2014) that goes into this process, which made us believe that this is the most productive method 
to present an overarching picture of the topic. As such, qualitative interviews allowed us to 
explore the connection between an individual and an avatar with the hope that it will provide 
relevant information for future researchers and designers.  

We decided to conduct the interviews virtually, within VRChat for several reasons. For once, 
it is meant to enhance the credibility of the study as a whole, after all it serves as direct proof 
that the interview subjects were users of VRChat at the time of the research. We believe that 
connecting the topic of our questions directly to the virtual environment in which we 
interviewed the users have contributed to how honest and well thought-out the answers we 
received are. It also made us, as researchers more familiar with the culture of VRChat which, 
hopefully helped us performing the role of interviewers more professionally.  

We prepared the primary interview questions in advance (see Appendix A) with different 
follow-up questions based on the initial answers from the interviewees. When writing the 
specific interview questions, our main point of reference was the theoretical framework outlined 
earlier. The inquiry about playtime was aimed at finding potential differences between the 
participants based on experience. Questions #2 to #4 were written in a way that would help the 
participants explain their relation to avatars in general; our goal was to hear the participants’ 
explanations in their own words. This section was aimed at learning about the motivations 
behind their avatar choices to see how they correlate (or differ) to the patterns described by Lin 
& Wang (2014). Further questions were formulated by looking at the remaining theory, such as 
the Proteus Effect (Yee & Bailenson, 2007), with the hope that the interviewees will reflect on 
their behavior in relation to using avatars in VRChat – since that might have influenced 
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decisions (e.g., in relation to avatar height). The question about willingness to change was based 
on the idea that there might be long-time players who are associated with their avatar to a degree 
that does not allow them to change without losing a, for instance, built reputation. Finally, we 
inquired the participants about some basic demographic information in order to further the 
credibility of the research by providing a detailed insight into who the interviewees were. 

 We have spent between 16 and 20 hours within VRChat by the time the Interview process was 
finished. We used a unit of HTC Vive Pro as VR equipment. The interviewees were approached 
in the virtual world with a short discussion about whether they are willing to participate in a 
study followed by presenting them with a consent form (see Appendix B) that details how we 
would process the data.  

The majority of the interviewees (seven out of nine) were approached in the world called No 
Time Two Talk, a room that matches VRChat users to provide them with two minutes of one-
on-one discussion. Regardless, in all nine cases the interviews were conducted in private 
VRChat worlds that outsiders could not visit without an invitation. This was to ensure the 
privacy and confidentiality we promised and described in the consent form. When writing the 
questions and considering our limitations to process data within the timeframe available to us, 
our goal was to conduct approximately ten interviews, with each taking around thirty minutes. 

Our interviewee recruitment criteria were shaped by the fact that each person we approached 
was clearly engaging with VRChat already; as a result, we did not need to explicitly state that 
we are looking for VRChat users, instead every interviewee automatically passed this 
requirement. The only other demographic limitation we set was to interview people above the 
age of 18. When we introduced ourselves and explained the purpose of our research, we asked 
each person if they are interested in participating in a thirty-minute interview and if they are 
above the age of 18. As outlined in the consent form, no names or usernames were included in 
the paper and screenshots were adjusted accordingly afterwards, if nameplates were visible. All 
participants are being referred to as e.g., Participant X1, in order to anonymize the data. 

4.3 Data coding 

Collecting the necessary data was done by video recording, with the interviewees being 
informed about the fact of the upcoming recording in the consent form, as well as informed 
about the recording being on and off at the appropriate time. At any given time, the participants 
were able to withdraw their consent – even after the interview. The recording was performed 
with OBS Studio (a video recording software), for the purpose of creating a text-based interview 
transcript with the use of Descript (a video transcribing software). Both the recordings and the 
transcripts are stored in two copies inside password protected folders on both of our personal 
hard drives. Hence, the only people who had access to it were the researchers involved.  

Once the transcripts were available, we used thematic analysis to code the data, since the 
interviews we conducted were qualitative research, and thematic analysis is a known method 
of reflecting on such results (Caulfield, 2019). We used different colors to highlight parts of the 
text documents that share a topic or an opinion. After applying this method to each individual 
interview, we copied the pieces that are highlighted with the same color across the interviews 
into a common document where we matched each theme into common paragraphs.  

Once the themes were established, we started a new document to compile every observation we 
have made about each theme. To do so, we have discussed what those themes mean and how 
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they connect to our previously researched literature. Quotes were highlighted in each theme, 
accompanied with our own interpretations about these opinions. With these notes in mind, we 
have proceeded with the written Discussion section presented in the paper further on. 

4.4 Method of analysis 

As the base for our research, we used the four core motivational patterns in avatar creation, put 
forward by Lin & Wang (2014):  

• Virtual Exploration (avatar based on aesthetics & exploring the unlimited possibilities
of the digital realm; used to be creative & stand out)

• Social Navigation (avatar based on interaction with other users; used to socialize and
befriend players – but also build reputation)

• Contextual Adaptation (avatar based on socio-cultural or environmental context,
changes frequently; used to e.g. fit in specific group setting)

• Identity Representation (avatar based on expression of identity; used to affirm –
and/or communicate one’s identity of an actual, possible or ideal self)

Since the goal of this paper was to find the most important factors contributing to the selection 
of avatars in VRChat, we took these four concepts to find if they apply to a virtual space such 
as VRChat (a game that has little to no restraints on the avatars users can create and choose, 
similarly to a potential future metaverse (Lee, et al., 2021)) as well – or if there are other nuances 
or aspects to avatar selection in VRChat, that are not covered by this theory.   

It is important to state, that these motivational patterns were developed examining players of 
COVEs (creativity-oriented virtual environments) such as Second Life – as well as MMORPGs 
like World of Warcraft – focusing on the creation of avatars, not necessarily the selection (Lin 
& Wang, 2014) (even though creation is part of VRChat avatar selection). 
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5 Results 

As it was briefly mentioned before, the data gathering process led to a total of nine interviews 
being conducted. These were done within five days, each day resulting in either one or two 
finished interviews. The transcribing process took an additional three days to complete, 
including a brief grammar-check and manual improvement of the automatically generated text. 
The data gathering process culminated with four days of adding summaries and notes to the 
transcripts and data coding the results for the Discussion section. The reasons why we settled 
for exactly nine interviews and in the timeframe mentioned above, will be described further on, 
among the other material limitations of this research. 

5.1 Impressions of VRChat 

When we launched VRChat as complete beginners, the first thing we were thrown into (after 
creating a free account) is a preliminary avatar selection before starting to play. The first avatar 
selection felt very limited in the number of options (a selection of eight avatars is presented to 
the user, which is shuffle-able, yet features no option to search for specific keywords, etc.). 
However, these first few exhibited “standard” avatars already allowed us a glimpse into the 
truly limitless variety of avatars in VRChat – which is most certainly overwhelming for any 
new player. No specific art-style to hold onto, no main theme, pure freedom of choice. Some 
noteworthy samples of the first avatars we encountered in this scene included a lanky bar of 
butter with eyes and a mouth, a worn out, cyborg plush bunny in a mechsuit, as well as 
“Mr.Funk” – a being with muscular human arms and legs sprouting out of a disco ball with 
sunglasses. As comical as these samples sound, also more serious-looking avatars were 
available, such as a man in a hazmat suit or a knight.  

Fig 1. Screenshot of players trying out public, food-related, cartoon-avatars in the 100 
avatars world, also illustrating height differences (names made unidentifiable). 
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Not having any starting point, we shuffled the avatar selection through multiple times, before 
making our own, first avatar choice. Having made the decision to explore this world together 
on one PC for the first time, we chose the knight as it resembled one of the team members last 
name (Ritter = German for knight).  

After a brief tutorial on controls, five portals opened up in front of us, leading to different worlds 
within VRChat. The options ranged from “play a game” and “find avatars” to “home” – where 
we first went to make ourselves familiar with the UI before undertaking any major activities. 
The home world is one’s personal world – usually a private instance - that the game will always 
start in. The default home world of VRChat also features multiple portals to the game’s most 
prominent worlds.  

Fig 2. The VRChat (default) home world 

When familiarizing ourselves with the interface, it quickly became clear to us that worlds are 
the true core element of VRChat. Worlds are – as the name suggests – instances of a specific 
3D environment with space for usually around 20-40 users per instance. Hence, especially for 
popular worlds, there can be multiple active instances of the same world – filled up with varying 
amounts of different users. The other major bit of the UI, apart from settings and one’s overview 
of their VRChat friends – is the avatar tab. Here, players can see their saved avatars and easily 
switch between them. A free account allows for up to 25 saved avatars – if one purchases 
VRChat Plus, this amount is increased significantly.  

Once we were comfortable interacting with the game on a basic level, we joined an instance of 
the most popular worlds, the “Black Cat”. We were confronted with a convivial throng of about 
15 people with different avatars running and chaotically chattering – even screaming - around 
at the spawn point. Being once again a bit overwhelmed, we stuck to only observing the vibrant 
scene while being muted ourselves. A first impression of the about 15 avatars we saw deployed 
in an actual VRChat world struck us as mostly human, “Anime-style” characters – mainly 
women. Some of which only reached up to our own avatar’s knees at best, some being as tall 
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as the knight avatar we were in. The voices of the users however sounded rather deep – 
something we associated with the voices of juvenile or adult men, with about 5-6 exceptions, 
sounding either more childlike or typically associated with women. Of course, genders cannot 
be assumed through such cues, also taking into account e.g., genderfluid people. 

Walking further into the restaurant, that the “Black Cat” resembles, it became less chaotic. 
Groups of two to three people were sitting on cozy looking tables conversating in a rather 
serious matter. Just in this very first room we entered, we picked up discussions ranging from 
how to fry vegetables all the way to handling miscarriages. We simply stood next to one table 
of three, all using human avatars – also in the same, Anime-style. They were excitedly arguing 
about the history of naval warfare, and after about a minute listening in, we joined the 
discussion, which they seemed to welcome. One of the avatars looked distinctly feminine, while 
the other two made a rather masculine impression on us. The three participants of the discussion 
all identified as men in real world. Still being in the knight avatar, we asked them how to attain 
better avatars. They told us that avatars can’t be searched for in VRChat specifically – it is 
possible to either load one’s own, custom avatar, copy one from another user, or - the most 
common way to get avatars – through a specific avatar world, which we moved to immediately. 
An avatar world is, most of the time, a big area with multiple small portals that show one avatar. 
Selecting such a portal will change the user’s current avatar into the avatar shown by the portal. 
As VRChat is played in first person, these worlds – as most – also include many big mirrors 
that allow users to view themselves wearing their new avatar. Worlds – other than individual 
avatars – can be searched for in the UI. Hence, many avatar worlds feature avatars for a specific 
theme. The ones we visited included a Star Wars themed avatar world, a Lego-themed avatar 
world, as well as a Meme-themed avatar world.  

After trying out multiple things – including game worlds, where players can for instance pick 
up guns and engage in something like a first person shooter – we found the world “No Time, 
Two Talk”. It practically provides virtual speed dating: Two players are thrown into a small 
room for two minutes, being able to get to know each other. After the time runs up, both are 
matched with another player. Seeing this as the perfect way to meet potential interviewees for 
our research, we spent most of our in-game time here.  

 

5.1.1 Wearing avatars 

While there are several platforms that - similarly to VRChat - utilize avatars, in many of these 
it might be unusual to talk about wearing avatars. At the beginning of our research, we ourselves 
would usually say that we use, are or have certain avatars. In VRChat however, it is notable 
that many if not most users describe wearing avatars; language that we would associate with 
clothing in real life rather than employing an avatar as virtual appearance. This particularly 
stands out because the term is used in regard to avatars as a whole, not just the customizable 
outfits that some of them have. We observed users walking around as penguins, or bananas 
while still referring to this process as wearing the avatar. During the interviews, we noted that 
this type of language is especially characteristic of long-time users and players who are heavily 
invested in VRChat culture outside the platform too (such as players who browse avatar 
distributing websites or make avatars themselves). However, some newcomers to VRChat also 
talked about wearing avatars and as time went on, we ourselves started to use the terms wearing 
and using interchangeably.  
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5.2 Interviewee demographics  

The data is presented in randomized order with no indication of which interview provided which 
answer. Total number of interviewees: 9 

 

Table 1. Age of participants 

Age 18 19 23 26 32 36 

Amount 2 1 2 2 1 1 

 

Table 2. Home countries of participants 

Country Australia Canada Germany Moldova USA 

Amount 1 1 2 1 4 

 

Table 3. Gender of participants 

Gender Man Woman Other Prefer not to 
say 

Amount 6 1 1 1 

Fig 3. The two authors and their avatars. To the left, a cartoon-snowman with animated 
mouth. To the right, a human avatar with Mandalorian Armor from Star Wars. 
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Table 4. Sexual orientation of participants 

Orientation Heterosexual Homosexual Bisexual Other / Did not 
say 

Amount 5 1 1 2 

 

Table 5. Ethnicity of participants 

Ethnicity White Black Asian Other / Did not 
say 

Amount 3 1 1 4 

 

Table 6. Occupation of participants 

Occupation Employed Student 

Amount 5 4 
 

 

5.3 Interview summaries 

The interviews are presented with short summaries that include some of the most important 
facts and information about each individual interview. In line with our commitment to the 
interviewee’s privacy, each of them will be presented under a pseudonym. All features that 
would allow the interviewees to be identified in any way are intentionally left out of this study. 
Wherever there are pictures of given avatars included, the participants were specifically asked 
for their approval and all name tags were removed. 

 

5.3.1 First interview, participant: M1 

The first interview took approximately twenty-one minutes to conduct, in a private VRChat 
room, after meeting the interviewee in the room No Time Two Talk. At the time of the interview, 
he had used VRChat for a total of approximately ten hours, using it in desktop mode (without 
a VR headset). He showed up in what he described as his main avatar, a human character with 
fashionable streetwear. Participant M1 stated that he found the avatar by accident and thinks 
that it is a “cool” looking avatar that resembles his real-life appearance: “It kind of looks like 
me, to be honest. I have long hair in real life, the same skin color. Same clothes. I like wearing 
clothes like this. And I'm particularly into white hair” (Participant M1). Achieving this kind of 
resemblance to himself in real life was, as he reported, his main goal when looking for an avatar. 
On that note, he did elaborate that the character might be more “buff” than he actually is. His 
other frequently used avatar was completely different; it was a realistic-looking monkey, used 
by him only for certain fitting occasions. 
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5.3.2 Second interview, participant: M2 

This interview was twenty-seven minutes long, participant M2 was one of the more experienced 
players, with over five-hundred hours spent in VRChat. He had a VR headset on during the 
interview and for him, VRChat is a platform he uses mostly to do voice-impressions of the 
appropriate avatar he is wearing each time, in order to entertain fellow VRChat users. When 
we met, he was using an avatar of a fish reporter inside a television from the cartoon show 
SpongeBob SquarePants, accompanied by a voice-impression of given character. After 
agreeing to the interview, he switched to a human avatar that he described as the closest thing 
he could find to his real-life appearance. When asked about why he switched, he answered: “It's 
kind of hard to have a normal conversation when you're looking like a fish inside of a TV” 
(Participant M2). 

 

5.3.3 Third interview, participant: X1 

We met participant X1 just one hour after they started using VRChat for the first time ever. 
Running VRChat in desktop mode, the newcomer was just in the process of looking for avatars 
to try out and as such, they said that they have been switching avatars about every ten minutes 

Fig 4. Participant M1’s two avatars. To the left, his main and to the right, his “fun” 
avatar, the monkey. 
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until we met. Seeming particularly overwhelmed with the world they were thrown into, the 
participant described the situation as: “I have no idea what I’m doing” (Participant X1). 
Indicating they were intrigued by the possibilities of VRChat, participant X1 was looking for 
something out of the ordinary. Something either: “really short or massive […] cute or derpy or 
what I think looks cool” (Participant X1).  

 

5.3.4 Fourth interview, participant: M3 

Participant M3 has been using VRChat for about one year, including, in the last couple of 
months with a VR headset. During the interview, he was using a - what he described as – “highly 
customizable”, “adorable looking” avatar that he usually wears when entering a random room. 
Moreover, he reported to use at least nine avatars regularly: “I kind of choose how the room is 
moving. If it's moving into a funnier topic, I'll move into something and do a little funny skit. 
Or if it's going into a more serious topic, I'll choose something a little more serious” (Participant 
M3). As stated in this quote, Participant M3 seems to be very likely to adjust to the context of 
a given situation. 

 

5.3.5 Fifth interview, participant: M4 

Participant M4 has spent around sixty hours in VRChat, over the course of a two-week period 
– mostly to befriend new people and improve his English. During the interview, he was wearing 
his main avatar – a short alien – that he chose due to a personal fascination with aliens, but 
mostly because of the uniqueness this avatar provides, since it looks very different from what 
most VRChat users employ. He is particularly amused by the fact that the alien avatar is very 
short, which, according to him, often leads to lighthearted interactions with other players and 
makes him more approachable. He contrasted his avatar choice with the most common type of 

Fig 5. Participant M4’s avatars. To the left, his main avatar, an alien. To the right, his 
human (“E-Boy”) avatar, in the common “Anime-Style” 
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VRChat avatars, which are (according to him) referred to as “E-Boy” and “E-Girl” avatars (later 
defined and elaborated on in the Discussion section). While enjoying standing out, he 
mentioned: “I use an E-Boy Avatar when I’m out with a certain group of friends who value 
human avatars more. […] So, I use avatars depending on what the friends/people I’m with value 
the most. I always use an avatar that represents these values” (Participant M4). Hence, this 
participant adjusts avatars according to the friends he is with and what they perfer. 

 

5.3.6 Sixth interview, participant: M5 

In the twenty-three minute long sixth interview, participant M5, who has played VRChat for 
twenty-four hours on desktop, was using a small-size avatar in the form of the chicken Heihei 
from the movie Moana. He motivated his choice with a bird-related nickname that he developed 
in another game. As a result, he had a clear idea in mind about what avatar he wants to use from 
the start, however, he had a hard time finding a fitting option. His impression is that wearing 
this non-human, unusual avatar makes him easy to notice and his presence is often 
acknowledged by strangers referencing the movie, when he is in public worlds. Interestingly, 
participant M5 is a “veteran” of the game Second Life mentioned in the Background section. 
His experience in that game has provided an interesting insight to its features: 

I actually met my wife on Second Life. We got married like 13 years later or something. 
(laughs) […] So, I think, Second Life is definitely the granddaddy of like, you know, 
social gaming, that sort of thing. But VR has so much more potential. […] I think that 
Second Life can be like a lot more toxic. […] In Second life you can destroy the land 
that they've bought. You can hack into the account, buy currency and stuff like that. 
Like, I think VR is better to be honest, like VRChat. (Participant M5) 

Here, the user compared his experiences in both worlds and expressed how he views both games 
today. 

 

5.3.7 Seventh interview, participant: X2 

Participant X2 has played VRChat for over fifteen-hundred hours over a period of 
approximately four months, using a VR headset with Full Body Motion Tracking equipment. 
Being a very avid avatar creator himself, the participant spends much time designing and 
developing very detailed, highly customizable (human) avatars. All of the creations share 
certain visual features and tattoos that make the participant’s style easily identifiable and well-
known among many VRChat players: 

I choose to portray some sort of dominance. The avatars are most of the time very 
prominent, you can see them from everywhere. And unique. I always choose avatars 
that have like major uniqueness to them and are dominant and tall. […] She is my 
favorite, the face looks intimidating. She has this powerful, very pretty face. […] I like 
the latex coat. It's like my aesthetic in IRL. I'm goth as well. So, I wear latex coats and 
shit like that as well. So, it kind of fits my nature. (Participant X2) 

This is the description of what kind of aesthetic the participant aims to achieve when designing 
avatars, as well as what stands out specifically in the main avatar. 
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5.3.8 Eighth interview, participant: M6 

Being active in VRChat for several years now, this user has spent over four-hundred hours in 
the virtual world with a VR headset and Full Body Motion Tracking equipment - but he invested 
far more (approx. four- to eight-thousand hours) into creating his own custom avatars. His main 
avatar is a humanoid robot that went through several iterations, constantly adding new 
customizations and features. As he put it himself, participant M6 put a lot of himself into 
particularly his main avatar, such as his interest in transhumanism, love for science-fiction 
series such as Crysis or Metal Gear Solid – but also practical aspects like his real-world haircut 
and favorite sunglasses. Avatars are very important to how he presents himself and people 
regularly recognize him by his avatar in VRChat. Unlike Participant X2, he creates and sells 
avatars for other people too, personally contributing to the VRChat community. He is most 
active in the VRChat clubbing community, which led to many of his avatars being designed to 
stand out in dark and crowded bars: 

So, I wanted to make something that people who don't necessarily either want to be an 
Anime character, be it male, female, or anything in between, or a furry or a little tiny, 
like R2D2 or something. I wanted to give them something that they could have and do 
silly things with. Also, something they can, you know, change to suit their desires. 
(Participant M6) 

Here, the participant reflects on the avatars he creates for other players and some of the 
motivations he has to design them. 

Fig 6. Participant X2’s avatars. To the left, the female (main) avatar with several 
customization options. To the right, the male version with glowing skin tattoos. 
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Fig 7. Participant M6’s avatars. To the left, his personal main avatar. To the right, an 
avatar with a rotating face he created together with other artists. 

Fig 8. Participant M6 presenting various examples of his avatar creations. To the left, a 
glowing avatar, visible in darker worlds. To the right, an avatar with a gigantic mouth-

body and a special feature, plopping the face forward to another user. 
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5.3.9 Ninth interview, participant: W1 

Participant W1 has been using VRChat for around three years and fourteen-hundred hours with 
a VR headset. She is the only interviewee who is purchasing VRChat avatars from creators. As 
such, she often seeks out well-known avatar creators when looking for avatars. Her main avatar 
is a highly customizable human character that many players in her community associate with 
her. She described her immersion in VRChat so immense that: “it might be weird for you to 
hear but I see myself as this avatar when I'm in the game” (Participant W1). She wants to be 
comfortable in VRChat, a feeling that is directly affected by the avatar in use.  

Whatever avatar you're in, is what you are being judged for by most people that you 
meet. So, for example, if you had a full body and you were wearing the typical E-Boy 
avatars that, like, have no shirt on - I would have seen you differently than you are. This 
is why I wear this avatar. Because she's mostly covered up. So, I generally get the people 
that I would like to talk to or would like to interact with. If I was wearing a girl avatar 
with a bra and panties on that gives off a different type of vibe for the people that come 
up to me. (Participant W1) 

She prefers her current main avatar, because it has more clothes on it than ones she was using 
before. This is to prevent unwanted interactions with unknown users. 

 

5.4 Themes 

After the interview transcripts had been finished, the results were assessed in accordance with 
the thematic analysis outlined in the Method section. This process led to the establishment of 
certain commonalities between the interviewees, which resulted in several themes being 

Fig 9. After the interview, participant W1 asked the author who interviewed her to take 
a selfie together (a feature of VRChat) - in small, customizable kitten avatars. 
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outlined, which were subsequently evaluated and compared to preceding theory. These 
reviewed themes are now all listed and described in the following Discussion section (6.2 to 
6.7.4). 

The most important set of themes was created to follow the four motivational patterns (Lin & 
Wang, 2014), specifically by scoring the priorities of each participant individually under each 
pattern, while searching for commonalities and differences in similarly motivated users: 

1. Virtual Exploration 
2. Social Navigation 
3. Contextual Adaptation 
4. Identity Representation 
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6 Discussion 

This segment reviews findings and observations related to the participants avatar choices and 
their selection process on the basis of our background research in depth. It furthermore 
discusses unexpected results and potential patterns that were identified during the thematic 
analysis of the interviews, complementing the Results section – as well as outlining potential 
issues to keep in mind when reading these results and findings. 

 

6.1 Participants 

Despite efforts to interview a group as diverse as possible, the majority of participants that were 
included in the study identified as men. Geographically, the participants were all located in 
western countries – mostly the United States of America and European countries such as 
Germany. Not every participant was comfortable sharing information about their sexual 
orientation, but the majority identified as heterosexual. Every aspect of the participants 
background, gender, etc. has to be considered when reviewing the findings of this study, since 
the results might be skewed towards, for instance, a heterosexual, male perspective. 
Furthermore, one of the interviews, and a small part of another one, was conducted in German 
because the participant(s) stated they would prefer to use their mother tongue in order to express 
themselves precisely. Quotes from these interviews included here were later translated into 
English by one of the (native German-speaking) authors. 

 

6.2 Functional factors influencing avatar selection in VRChat 

Since VRChat allows for various ways to interact with it – purely technological or functional 
factors contributing to avatar selection and creation were reported by participants. These 
include:  

 

6.2.1 Avatar performance in VRChat’s performance ranking system  

Every avatar is rated on a 5-level scale ranging from “very poor” to “excellent” based on the 
specific avatars performance affecting attributes, such as polygon count, number of bones, et 
cetera (VRChat, 2022). 

As reported by participants, poor performance ratings of an avatar can have a multitude of 
implications for its user. One example are minimum performance requirements at certain 
events, such as large gatherings with up to 100 users. These limits are not set by the software 
itself, but by the event organizers and participants. Hence, users with poor performing avatars 
might be able to join such an event but will be quickly asked to change given avatar. 

 

6.2.2 Quest compatibility 

Also related to the performance ranking - one user reported that an important factor in his avatar 
selection process is the avatars compatibility with Oculus Quest users. Due to performance 
limitations of said VR headsets, strict performance-related requirements have to be met, before 
an avatar is even shown to Quest users. Avatars not meeting these requirements are – in the 
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view of a Quest user – simply not visible and in their place a different, so-called fallback avatar 
(VRChat, 2022). 

 

6.2.3 Height for in-game interaction 

Multiple participants stated that the height of an avatar to interact properly with – for instance 
a certain game within VRChat – i.e. being tall enough to press a button, or short enough to not 
clip through objects or the ceiling, is relevant for their avatar selection in some, e.g. game 
worlds.  

 

6.3 Height 

VRChat is a social VR game that, as mentioned before, allows users to create avatars as tall or 
short as they would want - therefore, avatar height (apart from its functional aspects) was 
particularly interesting for this study. In VR, VRChat users who employ tall avatars actually 
have to physically look down on others interacting with them (and vice versa) which was 
expected to further reinforce and increase all effects of avatar height on players as reviewed in 
the Background section (Yee & Bailenson, 2007).This in turn, might affect decision making in 
regard to avatar selection (Merola & Peña, 2010). 

Participants – especially users with VR headsets or even Full Body Motion Tracking (and 
therefore, possibly a higher sense of presence (Davis, et al., 2009) in VRChat) - reported 
elevated levels of confidence and a proclivity towards dominant behavior when using tall 
avatars – With shorter avatars having an opposite effect, with participants reporting less 
confident – even submissive behavior. One user reported not taking short avatars as seriously, 
even acting slightly dismissive towards them. This matches prior research results of Yee and 
Bailenson (2007), discussed in the Background section. Specifically, users who seemed to be 
aware of this effect, stated that they strategically selected avatars with a certain height (short or 
tall) – in accordance with their personal goals of interaction, as described by Merola & Peña 
(2010). This decision-making would fall in the subtype of people motivated by Social 
Navigation within the hypothesis of Interaction Shapers outlined before. 

It has to be noted that most participants (notably, almost all desktop, non-VR users) did not 
report any shift in their own behaviour based on their avatars’ height, therefore this specific 
metric not affecting their decision. However, the majority of users did state, that they would 
change avatars to match the height of another player they are talking to, if the height difference 
was too large.  

 

6.4 The Proteus Effect 

On a more general note, the results matched the preceding theory of the Proteus Effect and how 
it affects avatar choice (Yee & Bailenson, 2007).  

Seven out of nine participants outlined how their behavior can – sometimes even drastically – 
change based on the avatar they currently wear, most commonly stated by users with a VR 
headset or Full Body Motion Tracking (hence, again, users with a possibly heightened sense of 
presence). A headset user pointed towards “cute” aesthetics as an influencing factor in her 
behavior, saying that “When I'm like in like the small cats or like the super adorable and very 
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small kitties – that are super adorable, I do act differently. I act more innocent.” (Participant 
W1) One avatar creator even noticed a change in behavior among other users when he shared 
one of his avatars with them: 

I share my avatars like I said before. For example, my fallback avatar, the one with the 
big head - I showed that to a bunch of people and they looked in the mirror […] They 
all immediately started talking louder - like not like babbling - but like speaking like 
searingly. They talked a lot more. (Participant M6) 

Furthermore, the theory put forward on how the Proteus Effect affects avatar choice – that it 
reflects a user’s goal of interaction (Merola & Peña, 2010) - also matched the results of the 
conducted interviews (at least in the cases where the participants stated to be aware of the effect 
their avatar has on other people). One participant specifically seeks out a certain reaction from 
people when designing avatars to wear in VRChat: 

I choose to portray some sort of dominance. […] I always choose avatars that have like 
major uniqueness to them and are dominant and tall. […] 

I've always been kind of a dominant person in myself. […]  If I'm in a friend group, I 
take care of my friends. I always lead and I always liked taking the lead. And then if 
somebody is like sad or upset about anything, I will go to them and talk to them. […] 
And being in these big, like very dominant avatars, I feel very confident in myself. 
(Participant X2) 

 

6.5 Reflecting on the motivational patterns in VRChat 

As articulated in the Method section, this paper was written with the four motivational patterns 
listed below (Lin & Wang, 2014) at its underlying theoretical base and aimed at examining how 
these patterns apply to VRChat.  

 

1) Virtual Exploration 

2) Social Navigation 

3) Contextual Adaptation 

4) Identity Representation  

 

In attempts to review the interviews under the lens of the four motivational patterns, it quickly 
became clear how broadly these concepts could be interpreted. In order to fulfil the original aim 
of this paper, specific examples of how these patterns are lived out in VRChat – as well as 
suggestions for different subtypes within VRChat (and a potential future metaverse), based off 
of the nine interviewed participants, are now outlined.  
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6.5.1 Virtual Exploration 

Repeating the authors’ understanding of this motivational pattern, Virtual Exploration contains 
all users creating avatars in order to explore the infinite possibilities of the digital world – which 
allows for trying out things that are not, or not fully possible in the real world. (Lin & Wang, 
2014).  

Here, a split in 2 subtypes – to be found in VRChat - could be: 

 

• Aesthetic Exploration 

• Social Exploration 

 

Aesthetic Exploration covers users who either select or even create avatars in VRChat focusing 
on the visual and aesthetic components of a model. Here, the virtual world allows for a limitless 
amount of creative interpretations of what an avatar could be or could feature. Examples for 
this can range from full body tattoo skins glowing in different colours or simply a new haircut, 
to how a human would look like as a robot or Anime character. A popular community one could 
associate with this pattern would also be the “VRChat fashion community”. An avatar creator 
who makes his own (black) avatar skins with pulsating red tattoos outlined how this came to 
be: 

So, all the tats you see, […] are all made by myself. How this one came together - there 
is an event in VRChat, which is once a month. It's very exclusive. It's called “blood 
rave”. I always used to go there and the aesthetic of the “blood rave” is black and red. I 
did it once. And ever since then, I could not stop doing this, like blacked out skin and 
red emission. (Participant X2) 

Note: As depicted in screenshot of the participant’s avatars (results section) – the “black” skin 
that is mentioned here is meant as black, as in onyx black, (not the skin colour) and has a white 
face on it. 

Another interviewee similarly pointed to virtual fashion as an important factor he considered 
when describing his favourite avatar with streetwear: “This avatar, for example, I really liked 
the colours. I like the pink bandana on the top. I like how it all matches, like the pink writing 
on my shirt and whatnot. And it's just a good, cool contrast between white, pink and black” 
(Participant M1). 

Social Exploration, simply put, would include users selecting an avatar in order to roleplay a 
character with friends – but also users exploring their own gender identity within the purely 
social context of VRChat. Through the use of advanced voice changers like Voicemod 
(Voicemod, 2022) and the employment of e.g. a female avatar – there are few spaces one could 
experience what it is like to be a different gender in society as well as in VRChat. Such 
exploration role-playing or, in the case of one interviewee for example, impersonating popular 
characters to entertain other VRChat users: 

Whenever I have avatars like the Mario or the Fish-in-TV, it's just me doing voice 
impressions and having little fun. In a way, you could say it's role-playing. […] Like, 
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this guy is doing funny voices and pretending to be this character from a show, or a 
game, just to get some laughs. (Participant M2) 

While doing voice impressions is possible to do in real life too, having a perfectly accurate 
replica of the impersonated character is often limited. In this example, the interviewee is 
describing popular characters that have a physique unlike regular humans. Therefore, in order 
to present a truly multidimensional impression of these characters, the performer has to seek 
out a virtual world that allows such radical changes in appearance and VRChat serves this 
purpose very efficiently.  

 

6.5.2 Social Navigation 

To restate the author’s understanding of the term, Social Navigation includes all avatar choices 
made having mainly the interaction with other users in mind. These avatar choices are often 
aimed at befriending players or building a reputation. (Lin & Wang, 2014). 

The nuanced differences among the interviewed VRChat users one could classify as motivated 
by Social Navigation may be described as:  

 

• Icebreakers 

• Interaction Shapers 

• Status Symbols 

 

Icebreakers can be understood as avatars used to reduce the difficulty of approaching new 
people, increase the likelihood of being approached, as well as to improve the quality of these 
first encounters. These avatars most importantly attract attention. This could be anything one 
would describe as unique or different relative to the most commonly employed types of VRChat 
avatars. Another specific example for Icebreaker avatars would be all kinds of movie, game, or 
famous characters, in which case the user’s motivations often tie into Identity Representation 
as well.  

Interaction Shapers are avatars strategically selected or created in order to influence encounters 
with other users in a way that furthers the player’s goal(s) of interaction (Yee & Bailenson, 
2007). Of course, considering the communicative capabilities of avatars (Walther, 1993), 
selecting one in such a way also means representing and conveying one’s goal of interaction to 
other people. Therefore, the goal could also include facilitating the attraction of people who 
want to engage with someone portraying a certain goal of interaction (Yee & Bailenson, 2007). 

Examples for this could be tall, muscular avatars worn to exert dominance; short, innocent-
looking avatars to be more approachable, maybe with the goal of increasing the likelihood of 
other people opening up to the user – or, one very noteworthy example, a fully clothed female 
avatar to prevent attracting unwanted approaches through sexual attention – an example that 
distinctly stood out in an interview with a long-time female VRChat user: 

I've been saying, oh I don't want to wear those avatars that are very skimpy that don't 
wear a lot of clothing. I've said that a couple of times, but what's funny is like in 2020, 
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and some of 2021, I used to wear avatars like that like in public and stuff.  And I guess 
my experience of wearing those avatars in public and the reactions and unwanted 
interactions from people with that I didn't want to be interacted with deterred me away 
from buying avatars like that. (Participant W1) 

Status Symbols are cases that can be particularly discovered wherever avatars are distributed 
as User-Generated-Content through e.g. marketplaces – as in the case of VRChat. According 
to multiple interviewees, the most popular marketplace for buying and selling avatars and assets 
for VRChat is “Gumroad.com” as well as “Booth.pm”. Naturally, some creators can become 
more famous than others, potentially resulting in increased prices for in-demand avatars from 
a certain creator. As described by one participant who purchased her main avatar outside of 
VRChat: 

[…] Because that is a thing, like the status of the avatar. The creator - if you've heard of 
him, his name is “God fall”. And he is one of the top people, if not the top person 
creating avatars. […] And it's funny because I used to rock his avatar too, one of his old 
ones, and then people will go up to me or vice versa. I'll go up to people and I will be 
like oh, is this the God fall avatar? So, I guess the status, some people are interested in 
that too. (Participant W1) 

All three of these subtypes (Icebreakers, Interaction Shapers and Status Symbols) fulfil the 
theoretical requirements to be called strategic identities. (Lin & Wang, 2014). Keeping that in 
mind, a noteworthy observation was that certain participants – especially those the authors 
would score as highly motivated by Social Navigation – seemed to be much more aware of how 
their own avatars would be perceived by others (therefore delegating greater importance to this 
aspect of avatar selection). The perception of others and how it influenced one’s avatar selection 
was a core part of the interview questions. 

 

6.5.3 Identity Representation 

One pattern from the original theory that applied to VRChat without any adjustment is – as far 
as the findings of this paper go – Identity Representation. Of course, as mentioned in the original 
theory, distinctions between, e.g. ideal-, real-, and possible selves or representational identities 
(Lin & Wang, 2014) could be made. Some specific samples of this motivational pattern in 
VRChat (that were observed as part of this paper’s research) would be:  

 

• Users with human avatars, modelled after themselves in real life (either custom 
created or selected with that in mind) – this includes both actual and ideal 
representations (Dunn & Guadagno, 2012) 

• Users wearing avatars that represent or highlight a specific aspect of their identity – 
with varying degrees of abstraction (one example from the interviews being the wish 
of an Australian user to employ a “Bin Chicken” avatar – an Australian Ibis bird) 

• Characters from users’ favourite movies, games, franchises… 
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Examples of this motivational pattern seem – especially in VRChat – truly unlimited. A 
common theme that could be identified as a pattern within the conducted interviews were 
participants – that the authors would score as motivated by Identity Representation – reporting 
that their most essential desire in avatars is uniqueness. Not necessarily uniqueness per se – but 
uniqueness relative to commonly employed avatars in VRChat, e.g. E-Boys/E-Girls. A 
participant wearing an alien avatar exemplified his preference for unique avatars: “I always 
associate people with their avatars, but almost never with their names. And I think it’s probably 
the same for other people, especially with the alien. That’s why I appreciate the uniqueness of 
the alien so much” (Participant M4). 

 

6.5.3.1 Avatar ideas from players motivated by Identity Representation 

Given how overwhelmed some participants reportedly were with the freedom of choice in 
regard to avatars – it seemed striking that  a few others (who the authors would describe as 
being motivated by Identity Representation) on the other hand had very concrete ideas for their 
avatar – sometimes from the minute they started playing. This difference was highlighted even 
more distinctly when the users were asked about their dream avatar – the answers practically 
always being either a very concrete concept or people having no idea at all, with very little in 
between. 

Digging into how these very specific and concrete ideas for Identity Representation came about, 
the results of the interviewed participants indicated the following patterns: 

 

1) Idea for avatar formed before playing / outside of VRChat – i.e., through another 
game – this can sometimes also be reflected in the username 

2) Selecting an avatar modelled after them in real life – this includes both actual and 
ideal representations (Dunn & Guadagno, 2012) 

3) Idea for dream/current avatar developed through playing VRChat and becoming 
associated with an avatar in the community – hence, developing an idea and identity 
in VRChat from scratch 

 

To illustrate this further - examples of the first type would, for instance, be the Australian 
participant, whose “Bin Chicken” avatar idea developed as a result of an Australian song, about 
how annoying Ibis birds (Bin Chickens) are – while being called annoying himself in other 
online games, due to his unusual playstyle. Another participant on the other hand, developed 
his idea through a cosplay he created himself before trying out VRChat, while a third participant 
dreamed of an avatar modelled after a character drawing he designed years ago. 

For type number three, this is a short excerpt from one interview with the user employing an 
alien avatar, who is furthermore working on a custom version of it: 

 

Participant: I’d say the decision why I started with this is less important than the 
uniqueness, which is why I kept using it. 
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[…] 

Interviewer: Would you be afraid of changing your avatar, since you’re already being 
associated with it? 

Participant: Yes, I try not to get too far away from my avatar with the new one I’m 
making. So – yes, definitely. I would like to stay an alien, because I’ve already started 
like that – and now I’m just known for the alien. And that’s why I want to keep that. 
(Participant M4) 

 

6.5.3.2 Willingness to change 

Having reviewed and described how these ideas for avatars might materialize, the conducted 
interviews indicate how dear these ideas are to some of the users who developed them. This 
inludes how essential of a part within the player’s identity – at least the player’s identity in 
VRChat – they can become. This identity manifests itself as an attachment to the avatar that is 
powerful enough to dissuade some users from changing their avatar even if they are otherwise 
inclined to do it: 

Interviewer: Would you be afraid of drastically changing it for that reason (being 
associated with the avatar in the community)? I mean, I know you're slightly iterating it 
– But would you be afraid of picking like a completely new main avatar? 

Speaker 2: Yeah, I probably would. I do have an emotional attachment to at least the 
outline concept of this design. I've considered changing a couple times. […] I've thought 
about it and I liked the idea (for change). I liked the idea. I liked the idea. And I never 
did it because it is kind of part of my digital identity as it were. (Participant M4)  

Users who developed what this interviewee described as “digital identity” (having a unique 
avatar and being associated with it in the VRChat community – something especially prevalent 
in long time players), almost all stated that they would not change their avatar in a way that 
would destroy the overall concept or a distinct feature they are associated with (even if they 
found something “better”). This was only found in participants (the authors identified as) 
mainly motivated by Identity Representation, not in any other case. 

 

6.5.4 Contextual Adaptation 

With the ease of switching avatars in VRChat, this pattern seemed to be extremely prevalent in 
the virtual world. As stated in the Results section, every single interviewee had at the very least 
two avatars – one, usually human, for serious conversations and one for rather fun interactions, 
which could take any form. This highlights the importance of the ability to adjust or completely 
switch avatars in a social environment. Hence, the findings of this paper suggest this ability 
(adjusting to context one way or another) to be a core feature for users of potential future 
metaverses.  

The level of willingness to adapt to a certain context seems to vary in different users – some 
switching seldomly, whereas one participant reported that he uses eight to nine avatars on a 
regular basis: “I kind of choose how the room is moving. If it's moving into a funnier topic, I'll 
move into something, and do a little funny little skit. Or if it's going into a more serious topic, 
I'll choose something a little more serious” (Participant M3). 
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Others have professed entirely different reasons for changing avatars, such as trying to 
accommodate the preferences of their communities, saying that “depending on which group of 
friends I’m in, I play another avatar.  […] I use avatars depending on what the friends/people 
I’m with value the most“ (Participant M4). One thing that became evident is that there might 
be a correlation between motivation in Social Navigation and Contextual Adaptation – with 
users who are motivated by the first, also being more likely to change their avatar for the sake 
of Social Navigation – e.g., to accommodate friends.  

 

6.6 A possible fifth dimension 

As much as the four motivational patterns Virtual Exploration, Social Navigation, Contextual 
Adaptation and Identity Representation (Lin & Wang, 2014) applied – in broad terms – to the 
results of this papers’ study, there are indications of one major motivational dimension for 
avatar selection in VRChat, not covered by the preceding theory at all.  

Various statements and phenomena described by participants suggest the existence of this fifth 
dimension, which is possibly only present in users with an extremely high sense of presence 
and deep immersion in the game (Davis, et al., 2009) – e.g., due to the usage of VR- or Full 
Body Motion Tracking equipment. The reason for this being the fact that all mentioned 
participants used such equipment, while there was little to no indication of this fifth dimension 
in desktop users.  

While Lin & Wang’s (2014) four types evolve around psychological patterns, this additional 
dimension could be best described as “Physical Sensation” – the physical feeling an avatar 
projects onto its user. The most relevant findings (from this papers’ interviews) that led to the 
development of this hypothesis are: 

 

• Reported physical behaviour shifts based on what avatar is employed (in Full Body 
& VR) 

• Participants stating the feeling of an avatar as contributing factor for their choice 
(often contextual choices, how they felt or wanted to feel in the moment) 

• The phenomenon of phantom touch/phantom pain & how it is utilized in avatars 

• The fact that these factors were only prevalent in participants with VR or Full Body 
Motion Tracking equipment, with no indications in desktop users 

 

6.6.1 Physical behaviour shifts 

Some participants pointed to change in their behavior that goes beyond their conscious choices 
of personal characteristics. One – Full Body – user’s experience employing a lanky robot avatar 
compared to his regular, more humanoid avatar caused him to change his posture and 
movement: 

Participant: For example, I actually move differently when I'm wearing this than when 
I'm wearing my own main avatar, I noticed that. Like it's not, … it wasn't initially a 
conscious decision. 
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Interviewer: So, it's not just like a behavioural or psychological difference, right? You 
say you actually move differently. So, it's even physical? 

Participant: Oh, I definitely noticed that. (Participant M6) 

The same interviewee also commented on some of his friends’ experiences when they 
participate in virtual dance lessons: 

There are people that I know that have full body, for example, some of my friends 
learned dancing - hip hop and street dancing - because of VR. Because they wanted to 
be able to dance in VR in full body tracking. And so, there are people that will literally 
learn how to change how their body moves, because they got full body, which is very 
interesting.” (Participant M6) 

 

6.6.2 Feeling as factor in decision making 

As for the participants listing the feeling of an avatar as a factor in their choice, they sometimes 
pointed at how wearing the avatar makes them “feel” physically. Several VR headset users for 
example referred to avatars with thick hoodies on them as feeling comfortable. One of them 
connected this choice to their mood: “So, if I’m just very cuddly, then my comfort avi is very 
cozy […] the avi works like a cozy hoodie or a warm blanket” (Participant X2). The other 
interviewee describing her main avatar that has a hoodie specifically referred to immersion and 
the same “comfort” as Participant X2 did above: 

In my perspective and my immersion in this game, I feel I have really deep immersion 
in this game sometimes. So, it might be weird for you to hear but I see myself as this 
avatar when I'm in the game. So, this is my robot arm. […] When I play usually, when 
I hang out with my friends, I would just put on probably this or like another comfy 
avatar. (Participant W1) 

 

6.6.3 Phantom touch & phantom pain 

The phenomenon of phantom touch or phantom pain was described by a participant as a 
physical sensation that users with VR or Full Body Equipment can develop. Once deeply 
immersed into the virtual realm, players who developed phantom touch will feel physical 
contact in the virtual world to varying degrees on their actual bodies. This applies to “painful” 
physical interactions as well (phantom pain), referenced specifically by a very experienced Full 
Body Motion Tracking user: 

I have severe Phantom touch. If you would come up to me and boot my nose, my nose 
would start itching. […] If you would swing a blade at me, I actually feel slashes and 
burns. And then I have to take off my headset and look at the place that is hurting to 
reassure myself. Like this is not real. This was not real. (Participant X2) 

Illustrating how widespread this phenomenon is within the hardcore VRChat community, 
participants elaborated how for sexual encounters in VRChat – called ERP (Erotic Roleplay) – 
there are even touch-related consent rules. 
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6.6.4 Further research on this theory 

It cannot be overstated that this hypothesis emerged out of few statements from specifically 
four of the interviewed VRChat users and has to be accurately and properly researched before 
arriving at any conclusions. The idea of “Physical Sensation” as a motivational dimension in 
avatar selection is solely a suggestion based on observations and the thematic analysis of nine 
qualitative interviews. Hence, it should only be understood as such.  

 

 

6.7 VRChat jargon and its implications  

As we have become more familiar with VRChat and have had many encounters with other users 
even beyond the interviewing process, we have inevitably been introduced to several terms and 
phenomena, described by the people we met. This new information facilitates a better 
understanding of the research Discussion section further on. 

 

6.7.1 Wearing avatars 

Since this language is less common on other platforms, it is worth considering the reason behind 
it being so prevalent in VRChat. For once, VRChat users face no restrictions in when or how 
often they can switch between avatars. The basic, free-to-play version allows twenty-five 
favorite avatars to be saved at one time, but in reality, since there are countless in-game worlds 
dedicated to storing avatars (there is a search bar for worlds and they can be saved among 
favorites just like avatars), users have an almost limitless and quick access to a plethora of 
avatars. As one of the interviewees explained, after deleting a rarely used avatar from his 
favorites: “if I ever wanted it back, I make sure to save the world that I founded it in” 
(Participant M2). In some way, this could indeed be reminiscent of owning a closet of clothes, 
in addition to being able to acquire new ones in clothing stores, so for VRChat users it seems 
to make perfect sense to talk about wearing avatars. As the participants reported, putting on a 
certain avatar is inherently temporary for some, if not most, people due to the lack of technical 
restrictions and the extensive selection. Of course, almost all (8 out of 9) users stated to use one 
main avatar the most, with varying degrees of frequency and attachment towards their main 
avatar (some outlined how they would almost never use other ones, others said they change 
regularly) It is also worth mentioning that when interviewees talked about their current avatar, 
VR headset users would often look down on their body as they describe the avatar; examining 
their sleeves, their clothes. This perspective, allowing to have a first-person view with the 
camera tilting along the head movement seems to reinforce the perception that the user is 
personally present in VRChat. This is important to consider in relation to the aforementioned, 
possible physical dimension in VRChat avatar selection. 

 

6.7.2 E-Boys and E-Girls 

The number of avatars in VRChat is immeasurable. Similarly to some of the notable virtual 
worlds described earlier, much of the content is user-generated; this applies to VRChat worlds 
and avatars alike. Users can create what are commonly called avatar worlds, rooms with long 
lines of portraits, interacting with which enables the users to “put on” the avatar in question. 
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However, even if countless avatars are available in such public worlds now, at some point there 
was an avatar creator who made the avatar available for free distribution. In other cases, avatar 
creators can monetize their work and present it on websites before they sell the in-game assets 
to their buyers. During the interviews, the names of a few websites kept coming up repeatedly: 
Gumroad.com, Booth.pm and Payhip.com. 

There are a few important implications to look at in this regard. Since VRChat has been active 
for years now, and the avatars are user-created, the number of avatars is constantly increasing. 
This, however, does not mean that every single newly made avatar is entirely unique. Avatar 
creators told us that they use similar or often the exact same base model to create numerous 
different avatars. These are widely available to anyone who would like to participate in the 
avatar creator community. It also means that creators can make slightly edited versions of 
already existing avatars to suit their own preference. Furthermore – since “virtual fashion” 
seems to a big part of some VRChat communities (specifically reported by two participants 
who were part of such groups), clothing and accessory assets, but also hairstyles, etc. are created 
based on these most commonly used base models – and later distributed through above 
mentioned marketplaces. Therefore, while there is an incredible amount of avatar creators, there 
are relatively few popular websites where the artists distribute their work. As a result, each of 
them has a good oversight of what the other creators are doing, since they share the same 
websites to present their work. The most experienced VRChat players interviewed as part of 
this paper’s study, all believe that this leads to some very widespread trends and network 
effects, that are shared by a large amount, if not a majority of VRChat avatars.  

 

Fig 10. Screenshot of two public “E-Boy/Girl” avatars looking in a mirror 

 

Most famously, this includes what are called E-Boys and E-Girls; archetypical human-like 
avatars with many shared features, among them, being very tall and often shirtless in the case 
of E-Boys and wearing revealing clothing in the case of E-Girls. Instead of mimicking realistic 
facial structure, like the standard avatars in Second Life for example, these avatars tend to have 
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“Manga/Anime-style” faces. Opinions about what caused this style to dominate VRChat vary; 
on one hand, it could be suggested that immersion in virtual reality would suffer from realistic 
looking faces by ushering an uncomfortable, “Uncanny Valley” effect that has shown to disturb 
users in many other virtual worlds (this is a theory put forward by participants). On the other 
hand, obvious connections have been drawn between VRChat and other online communities; 
Anime fandoms and artists. Participants who had extensive experience in looking at VRChat 
avatar trends on the marketplaces mentioned before, have highlighted the fact that Japanese 
artists are very active on those pages. Booth.pm is among the most popular of these sites (the 
main site is in Japanese) but even the International Gumroad.com is dominated by Japanese 
artists when it comes to presenting VRChat avatars. What is unclear, is whether it is the content 
creators that created the trend of Japanese-style avatars in VRChat in the first place or if they 
are creating those avatars in response to the fact that this is the dominant aesthetic of the game. 
In any case, this seems to have become a self-fulfilling prophecy by now, after all, VRChat has 
been active for years and has its own culture that reinforces what kind of avatars are made now 
or will be made in the future. 

 

6.7.3 Mirror-Dwelling 

At this point it should be clear that avatars are among, if not the most central parts of VRChat 
culture; entire worlds are dedicated to long lines of avatar portraits with users walking along 
and trying them on. Since VRChat and virtual reality is inherently employing a first-person 
view however, there is no way for a user to immediately see how the avatar they selected looks 
like without bringing up the user interface menu. As a result, it is very rare to find avatar worlds 
or indeed any kind of world without mirrors in them. These mirrors can compromise the walls 
of a world, but they can often be activated by a button, since having large mirrors active all the 
time can cause a confusing perspective or serve as a distraction from the purpose of the room. 
In any case, mirrors are extremely common in VRChat, allowing the users to look at their 
appearance, make gestures, see if there are any options to customize their currently active 
avatar, etc. 

The phenomenon is so common that the VRChat community has labelled it with a commonly 
used term: mirror-dwelling or mirror-dwellers to refer to users engaging in the activity. Mirror-
dwellers are characterized as users that spend an extensive amount of time standing in front 
mirrors, including when they participate in other activities or simply having a discussion with 
other users, enabling them to see their own avatar in the process. According to a participant, 
this behavior is often, but not exclusively, attributed to new players. While sometimes used in 
a mocking or teasing context, many of the interviewees have highlighted the serious and 
meaningful implications of mirror-dwelling:  

I believe that a mirror amplifies all the effects your avatar has on yourself. And if the 
effects are positive, then you want that all the time and always hang around in front of 
the mirror. Almost like an addiction to your portrayed self-image & what it does to you.  

In the story I told you, where I felt uncomfortable in my avatar, and started talking less 
- if I hadn't been sitting in front of a mirror, that probably would have never happened. 
(Participant M4) 

This is a quote from one participant reflecting on the effects that a mirror had on him, while he 
was in an avatar he felt uncomfortable in. He put forward the idea, that – according to his 
experiences – a mirror can amplify the, what in theory is called, Proteus Effect. 
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With the possibilities provided by virtual reality, mirrors in these worlds can be very powerful 
tools when it comes to building immersion, a sense of presence and identity. When users see 
that their avatar’s mouth is moving in sync with their speech or they see the limbs and bodies 
of their avatar move at the same time they are performing real, physical movement, it is easier 
to forget that they are not looking at the real world than in any other scenario. Several 
interviewees have made observations indicating that as far as they are concerned, when they 
are playing VRChat they “are” the avatar. The implications go beyond VRChat; this study 
suggests that mirrors may have extreme significance in virtual reality that has not been explored 
yet. 

 

6.7.4 Mains and memes – What all participants had in common 

While it is not necessarily unique to VRChat, it is worth pointing out some common trends 
regarding how the interview participants differentiated between their various avatars. Almost 
every interviewee could point to one avatar they use significantly more often than any other; in 
which case they would refer to that as their main avatar. In some cases, this avatar is often 
associated with the person among members of his or her community. One of the most 
experienced participant talked about how even when he “won't have nameplates on they'll still 
recognize that it's me run over and go (name), and I'll be like, hey, what's up?” (Participant M6).  

Regardless if it is their main avatar or not, all but one participants had an avatar for the purpose 
of what they described as an avatar for serious or “normal” situations: “The avatar I chose right 
now is because, it's just normal talking. I'm not trying to be funny. I'm not trying to do a voice. 
I'm just trying to chat with somebody” (Participant M2). When describing such avatars, each 
participant presented a human character. Even the person who spends most of his time in 
VRChat wearing an alien avatar had a human avatar reserved specifically for these scenarios; 
he specifically referenced the prevailing VRChat aesthetic saying that “I use the E-Boy Avatar 

Fig 11. Users mirror-dwelling in the popular clubbing world Drinking Night 
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when I’m out with a certain group of friends who value human avatars more” (Participant M4). 
This is notable because his preference for the alien avatar stems specifically from a desire to be 
unique and reject the main avatar trends in VRChat. Despite that, he has a human E-Boy avatar 
to accommodate the dominant culture in the game. Another participant stated that he 
specifically prefers other users to use human avatars too, for the sake of his own immersion. 
Therefore, there are several indications that avatar selection is motivated aby the perception of 
the community as much as by personal taste. 

While it is not a required connection, there is, nevertheless, a strong connection between main 
avatars and human avatars among the people interviewed. When joining the interview, eight 
out of the nine participants showed up in a human (or at least humanoid in one case) avatar, 
while six of them said that this is also their main avatar. Some of them joined using the avatar 
they happened to be using just before, but many cited the fact that they consider this to be a 
“serious” situation – hence, employing a human. The fact that for six out of nine, their main 
avatar and their serious, human avatar is one and the same highlighted some other aspects of 
their avatar selection process. For once, most of them did not have that many avatars that they 
use on a regular basis. When it comes to the amount of time they spend in each avatar, they 
tended to use about 2, at most 3, avatars far more than the rest of their collection combined. As 
mentioned before, one of these was always a human character, often but not necessarily one 
that follows the E-Boy and E-Girl aesthetic.  

Another notable commonality is that most participants also had what they described as a funny 
or “meme-like” avatar among their ~2 regularly used avatars.  

These funny avatars have been variously described either as a form of escapism and relaxation, 
or (in the case of the alien or chicken player for example) as their main avatar over the common 
human avatars. This duality between human avatars for serious situations and strange, unusual 
avatars for engaging new players or irregular activities has been observed among multiple 
participants: “I kind of choose how the room is moving. If it's moving into a funnier topic, I'll 
move into something, and do a little funny little skit. Or if it's going into a more serious topic, 
I'll choose something a little more serious” (Participant M3). This is a quote from a user who 
has a large collection of regularly used avatars (8-9). Meanwhile, another participant described 
his experience using a non-human avatar as follows: 

“I'm not too sure what they perceive really when they see the avatar, but it does bring 
enjoyment, not something that goes unnoticed (…) They're definitely engaged in 
conversations with me more confidently, sort of, you know, I'm not a scary avatar or 
not an Anime avatar character.” (Participant M5) 

This statement comes from a player who employs a non-human, chicken character from a movie 
as his main avatar, outlining what he enjoys about wearing a non-human avatar most of the time 
– his description tying into what would be described as Social Navigation, shaping the 
interactions he wants to have through his avatar. 

It is notable how they associate the unusual, funny avatars with something of a performance 
and a way to stand out or behave differently, almost as if the avatar gives them permission to 
abandon certain social expectations, maybe even an Alibi for Play (Deterding, 2018). This is 
particularly noticeable in one of the interviews in which the participant describes his second 
most used avatar after his human-like main; a monkey that he wears when “You join a room 
and it's crazy. Everybody's screaming, everybody's yelling. I usually go into this monkey, and 
I join the chaos” (Participant M1). He goes as far as referring to his main avatar as himself: “It's 
just me and the monkey” (Participant M1). By doing so, he implies that when playing as the 
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monkey he can “leave himself behind”, because his main avatar is no longer present and 
therefore, neither is he. This finding ties not only into the Alibi of Play, but also into the SIDE 
model and Deindividuation theory (all explained and described in the Background section) – 
with this studies’ results matching all three of the listed theories.  
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7 Conclusion 

Avatars are the main way we represent ourselves in virtual social spaces. They are vehicles for 
communicating one’s identity (Yee & Bailenson, 2007), they can allow users to explore who 
they are, or simply make it easier for someone to find friends and connect with new people (Lin 
& Wang, 2014).  

It is evident how important avatars are for people already, if one takes into account how much 
time players, even some of this studies’ participants, spent on either creating, buying or 
searching for avatars. In relation to the metaverse, as mentioned in the Introduction, metaverse-
avatars are already becoming a big niche in the NFT market (Hackl, 2021) – and are listed as 
one of the six pillars in a metaverse ecosystem (Lee et al., 2021, p.44). 

However, why avatars in VRChat? “The term metaverse is everywhere right now, its trending. 
But VRChat is the only product that does all of this already. […] The metaverse is something 
that already exists” (Participant M5). This is a quote from one participant, commenting on 
VRChat as a platform and how it relates to the vision of a future metaverse. VRChat does fulfill 
several (however definitely not all) requirements of a metaverse (Lee et al., 2021) rendering it 
relevant for metaverse-related research.  

Gaining insight on the avatar-related desires of users in a virtual social space, that puts no 
restraints on avatar creation, selection or usage at all, in order for designers to be able to better 
fulfil those needs and hence aiding these designers in bringing the vision of a future metaverse 
to life, was the goal of this paper. 

When reflecting on the results of the study conducted with this aim in mind, the following – 
most noteworthy – conclusions can be suggested:  

 

7.1 Functional aspects 

On a very general note, there seem to be functional aspects, such as performance or height for 
specific games, that affect avatar selection. Furthermore, many participants showed indications 
of – at least in the beginning of their VRChat journey – being overwhelmed by the completely 
unrestricted and hence endless possibilities of avatar selection in VRChat.  

 

7.2 Motivational patterns 

The four motivational patterns of avatar creation, developed by Lin & Wang (2014) (outlined 
in the Method section: Virtual Exploration, Social Navigation, Identity Representation and 
Contextual Adaptation) generally applied to the interviewed VRChat users and how they select 
and/or create avatars. However, as put forward previously, there are indications of significant 
differences within these broad patterns of motivation (at least in how they apply to VRChat 
users): 

 

7.2.1 Virtual Exploration 

According to the findings of this study, participants motivated by Virtual Exploration would be 
split into two subtypes of said pattern. Firstly, people motivated by creatively testing out the 
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endless possibilities of aesthetics and the visual components of virtual avatars. And secondly, 
users motivated by exploring the social aspects of these. This can range from roleplaying 
cartoon characters to experimenting with one’s own gender identity.  

 

7.2.2 Social Navigation 

The dimension of Social Navigation on the other hand may be split into as many as three 
subtypes. Icebreakers - players using avatars as a way to engage with new users; Interaction 
Shapers - people strategically employing avatars to shape how they are perceived and interacted 
with; and Status Symbols - avatars from famous avatar creators representing prestige.  

One of the most intriguing findings related to Interaction Shapers was a woman participant 
reporting to prefer more clothed avatars, as a way to prevent unwanted interactions. 

 

7.2.3 Identity Representation  

Identity Representation as motivational pattern applies as it is to the participants interviewed 
for this study in VRChat – simply because there are endless possibilities to represent, 
communicate or affirm one’s identity (or at least part of that) through avatars in VRChat. This 
includes both actual and ideal representations (Dunn & Guadagno, 2012) as well as possible 
selves (Lin & Wang, 2014). Notably, the level to which users (who are motivated by Identity 
Representation) are associated with their main avatars by their respective communities seems 
to correlate with the degree to which they are willing to change that main avatar. Players more 
deeply associated with an avatar becoming less likely to fundamentally change anything about 
it. This phenomenon seemed particularly pronounced in participating long-time VRChat users.  

 

7.2.4 Contextual Adaptation 

As every of the nine participants had at the very least two different types of avatars saved (one, 
most often, human avatar for serious conversations and one for “funnier” interactions), 
Contextual Adaptation seems to be exceptionally prevalent in VRChat. This is underlined by 
users in VRChat usually referring to “wearing” avatars (instead of i.e. “using” avatars), which 
carries a certain temporality. Additionally, there might be a correlation between motivation in 
Social Navigation and Contextual Adaptation (e.g. switching avatars to accommodate friends). 

 

7.3 Physical Sensation – the fifth dimension 

Several indications in the interviews furthermore suggest a possible fifth motivational pattern, 
solely observable in participants with either Full Body Motion Tracking or at least a VR 
headset. A potential name for this could be Physical Sensation - an avatar choice being 
influenced by the bodily feeling an avatar can project on a heavily immersed user with a 
heightened sense of presence (caused through e.g. the usage of above mentioned equipment). 
Notably, users who articulated this, both referred to “comfortable” feeling avatars, i.e., with 
thick hoodies on them – not another feeling. Some phenomena that added to this hypothesis 
was for example the so-called “Phantom touch/pain” (players physically feeling, for instance, 
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a tingle on a body part, when their avatars are touched in the same region) – as well as reports 
of physical behavior shifts, based on what avatar is being used.  

 

7.4 Height 

Height was one factor that influenced decisions as expected – as did the findings match prior 
research results of Yee and Bailenson (2007) - with participants, particularly VR/Full Body 
Motion Tracking users, stating they felt more confident in taller avatars; however, most – 
desktop - users did not report such change. The players who were both aware of this effect and 
motivated by Social Navigation (Interaction Shapers) moreover disclosed that they would 
strategically choose tall avatars in order to be more dominant and short avatars to be more 
approachable. 

 

7.5 Proteus Effect  

The Proteus Effect (Yee & Bailenson, 2007) and how the avatar-related behavior changes can 
affect avatar selection (Merola & Peña, 2010) matched the results of the conducted study as 
well. Seven out of nine users admitted that their behavior can change with the avatar they are 
using.  

 

7.6 Mirror-Dwelling 

The phenomenon of mirror-dwelling was arguably the most unexpected finding of this paper, 
since it seemed so insignificant at first sight. Delving deeper into the topic, the usage of mirrors 
in VRChat might have outstanding implications that have to be researched more extensively. 
The results of this paper’s study hint at mirrors playing an important role in VR users building 
and increasing their sense of presence and their connection to the avatar. This in turn seems to 
have a significant impact on the Proteus Effect and how much the users are behaviorally 
affected by their avatar.  

 

7.7 Future research 

 

7.7.1 The physical dimension of avatar selection in VR 

Every suggestion that was put forward in this paper could provide a base for future research, 
but particularly the hypothesis of a physical dimension in avatar selection (within users of 
advanced VR equipment) should be studied in detail. Not only would this be relevant for 
metaverse-related research, but also for scholars studying LARP (Live Action Roleplay) or 
roleplay in general.  
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7.7.2 Mirrors in VR 

The effects mirrors had on VR headset and Full Body Motion Tracking users were a completely 
unexpected finding and might have extraordinary implications for the future of Virtual Reality, 
through building the aforementioned sense of presence, in consequence amplifying the Proteus 
Effect and much more. 

 

7.7.3 Quantifying motivation  

Since this paper focused on all possible motivational patterns and desires in users regarding 
their avatars, it would now be relevant to understand which ones are the most widespread and 
frequent. Studying the choices of people of genders other than cis men would be a great 
supplementation for this paper, where the participants happened to predominantly identify as 
such.  

 

7.7.4 Helping new users 

Finding ways to support users in their decision-making process – especially in a space where 
there are countless avatars to choose from – would also be a beneficial addition in terms of user 
experience in virtual spaces like VRChat.  

 

7.7.5 A last plea 

Moreover, considering the incredibly vibrant community of VRChat in all of its uniqueness, it 
cannot be stressed enough how many more remarkable discoveries one could make in this 
world. Discoveries, one would not be able to make anywhere else at this point in time.  

Hence, the last plea of this paper would be to study absolutely everything about this rich 
platform, its users and all other things it has to offer.  
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Appendix A – Interview Questions 
 

Before we start:  

1. Hello, interested…? (+ Explanation) 

2. We are obliged to hand you a Consent Form, can we somehow send you a link where you 
can sign the document? For instance, Discord, Seam, … 

 

Questions: 

1. How long have you been playing VRChat? 

 

2. Tell me about your avatar. Why did you choose this avatar? 

• What is your main avatar (maybe this one already) - and why? 
• Was this the only/first main avatar you had? If not - what’s the story behind the other 

one/s? Why did you select them? 
• How important is it to you what avatar you use in VRChat? 

 

3. How many avatars do you have that you regularly use - and when/why do you switch? 

 

4. Imagine you can represent yourself anyway you want. Since VRChat allows for custom 
avatars, what would your dream custom avatar be or look like - and why? 

• What avatars would you like to see more of in VRChat? 

 

5. How do you think other players perceive this avatar? 

• Do you think it affects how others interact with you (if so - how & why?) 
• Was this something you considered when you chose this avatar?  

 

6. Do you feel differently when interacting with people, based on what avatar you are using?  

• Specifically, do you feel a difference based on the relative height of your avatar?  
• Do you think the avatar’s appearance and properties shape your behavior as well?  
• If yes: Is how an avatar shapes your behavior something, you factored in when you 

made your choice? 
• Specifically: Height? 
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7. (For longer-time players) Do your VRChat friends/community associate you with this avatar? 

• If yes: Would you be “afraid” of changing it for this reason? 

 

8. Last question: Likely you are using another platform/space where avatars are common (forum 
or social media profile pictures, other games like MMORPGs, etc.) - How do the avatars you 
use in these spaces compare to your avatars in VRChat?  

• Is there a difference, something unique to the choice in VRChat? 

 

9. Demographics & Co (if / whatever comfortable sharing): Age, Country, Gender, Sexual 
orientation, Occupation, Ethnicity, Hobbies, or special interests 
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Appendix B – Consent Form 

 

Interview consent form 
Avatar selection in the metaverse: 

How users choose their digital persona in VRChat 
 

Contact info: 

Students:   Andrej Dudoglo:                          dudoglo.andrej@gmail.com 

   Florian Ritter:                      ritterflorian59@gmail.com 

Study supervisor: Sarah Lynne Bowman, Ph.D.:     sarah.bowman@speldesign.uu.se 

 

Thank you for taking part in our research! The purpose of this consent form is to inform you 
about how we use the data gathered in this interview and ask for your consent to do so. You 
can withdraw from the research at any time, during the interview or after, in which case we will 
delete all the data we gathered, and your interview will not be included in the study. 

I understand that: 

 I will take part in this interview in which I am free to decline answering any particular 
questions or withdraw from the interview altogether. 

 My responses and my entire participation in this interview will be kept confidential and 
nobody will have access to the data beyond the researchers. 

 I will not be identifiable in the written study in any way. My name or username will not be 
included in the written study and has to be anonymized in any reference.  

 The interview is recorded as a video file with OBS Studio for the purpose of creating a 
written transcript for the exclusive use of the researchers. The recording will not be made 
public.  

 Screenshots of any avatar I use can only be made with my agreement and without my 
username being displayed. 

 

Signature:  _____________________ 
 

 

mailto:dudoglo.andrej@gmail.com
mailto:ritterflorian59@gmail.com
mailto:sarah.bowman@speldesign.uu.se
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